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EDITORIALS/EDITORIAUX 

DIVERGENCES OU CONVERGENCES? 

Apres avoir constate que "la confusion actuelle . . . ( au sujet de la planifica
tion) ... est differente selon Jes pays"1 pour des raisons historiques, sociales et 
methodologiques, il est permis de se demander si dans une perspective universaliste 
ces differences tendent a s'accentuer encore ou, apres une phase de tentatives plus 
ou moins autonomes, a s'attenuer au point d'engendrer, avec l'unite de doctrine, 
une lassante monotonie dans les reflexes des "planners" et !'elaboration des lois. 

Les inconvenients d'une generalisation primaire, si souvent mis en lumiere par 
!'utilisation des modeles "occidentaux" de croissance economique dans la premiere 
decennie de 1' "aide aux pays sous-developpes", sont-ils d'autre part de nature a 
decourager l'approche d'une methodologie elargie? Ne peut-on l'imaginer assez 
elevee et assez souple pour conserver toute sa valeur quand les problemes "changent 
de nature avec les niveaux ou l'echelle''1 • . . et surtout avec les lieux et les 
climats politiques, plus fluctuants dans Jes pays memes ou la continuite assuree par 
les plans apparait plus souhaitable? 

Dans l'esprit de l'urbanisme maintenant "classique" du second quart du XXe 
siecle, c'est-a-dire celui des plans d'usage du sol municipal, une remarquable 
similitude de methodes-et meme de lois-apparaissait entre les pays d'Europe 
Occidentale, favorisee par la facilite des echanges entre experts et la parente des 
regimes politiques. 

La mise en reuvre des plans economiques nationaux, en provoquant dans 
certains de ces pays des deplacements progressifs des responsabilites de l'executif 
( de Ministere de l'Urbanisme au Conseil du Plan, par exemple) a introduit de 
nouvelles divergences dans les methodes, en diversifiant le contenu des projets, leur 
succession dans le temps, leur hierarchie dans l'espace, et en renfor<;ant par les 
programmes d'equipement !'arbitrage central des finances publiques. 

Cette diversification ( et le jeu des reflexes entre les plans economiques et 
l'amenagement de l'espace) a considerablement etendu et complique la tache des 
urbanistes, et souvent perime les reuvres de la "Belle Epoque", quelle qu'en soit la 
valeur esthetique et la precision juridique. 

Elle a en meme temps ouvert des voies nouvelles a des recherches theoriques 
auxquelles le stimulant du milieu reste necessaire, et a des methodes d'une rigueur 
inconnue de la generation precedente, plus soucieuse de composition et de regle
ments que de niveaux economiques et d'echeanciers. 

Ailleurs out subsiste des mecanismes plus durablement lies a la tradition des 
gouvemements locaux et municipaux, de portee limitee, peu favorables a la 
recherche fondamentale et a !'intervention des pouvoirs centraux. 

I1 reste toutefois que par des voies differentes-et pour repondre a des problemes 
analogues-cette intervention apparait parto1;1t inevitable et que la persuasion 
financiere plus ou moins ouverte engage les Etats dans des voies ou l'empirisme 
doit faire place en quelques annees a la rationalisation. Le plafond des ressources 
et meme-paradoxalement-des considerations electorales ne manqueront pas de 
la stimuler quels que soient l'etat d'esprit et la terminologie d'approche de problemes 
effectivement universels. I1 suffit de rappeler que des politiques originellement sans 
point commun: celle des "Kombinats" et celle d'un financement d'abord timide du 
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"housing" s'enrichissent et s'etendent ( de part et d'autre des "planifications con
certees" et des "plans roulants") vers des objectifs similaires, pour constater des 
convergences prometteuses pour l'integrite de notre discipline. 

I.A. 

PLAN AHEAD 

Everyone is familiar with the experience of having his attention drawn to a fact 
which, once stated, seems at once so true and so obvious that he wonders why he 
hadn't long ago thought of it himself. So of the Editor and the observation that 
city planning, in general, seeks to solve the problems of yesterday rather than to 
make provision for the needs of tomorrow. There are few planning offices in 
Canada not adorned somewhere or other with a sign on which the last few letters 
of the inscription PLAN AHEAD are compressed against the right-hand edge. A 
gentle joke against ourselves ... or an unconscious reflection of a harsh truth? Are 
we really planning ahead, or are we generals busily preparing to fight the last war? 

It is, of course, hard to avoid. Our social, economic and legal systems, even 
more than the solidity and permanence of buildings, streets and utilities, make 
our cities extremely resistant to rapid and radical change. The problems of yester
day ( and today) are very much with us, and we have to try to solve them, or at 
least mitigate them. That alone is more than a full-time job. To try also to foresee 
and provide for the needs of society twenty or fifty or a hundred years in the future 
is a pretty daunting task. In the circumstances it is not surprising that most plans 
seem to envisage a city of the future much like the city of today, only bigger and 
perhaps a little more efficient and a little more livable. 

But what is a city? Properly conceived, it is in essence a very intricate interplay 
of social relationships and economic functions. The brick, concrete and asphalt is 
merely a response to a set of needs which arise out of the functional organisation 
of a human community. And we live in a time of swift change, both in social 
organisation and thus social needs, and in the technological means of responding 
to those needs. If the physical framework within which the processes of society 
take place does not respond to these changes, it will become "dysfunctional", 
hampering the workings and development of society. 

Despite the built-in inertia of a city, the coming decades are certainly going to 
see both the creation of new ones and, on an increasingly large scale and at an 
accelerating pace, the reorganization of the old. There is a very real danger that 
if we do not go back to first principles we shall merely be arranging new compo
nents and techniques in the context of an obsolete stereotype. We must beware of 
unconscious assumptions about physical form which may owe more to what we 
have inherited from the past than to the objective requirements of the future, and 
thus create a straitjacket for a society in rapid evolution. If we are really going to 
"plan ahead", we must start by asking ourselves: what is the appropriate physical 
response to human, social and economic needs as far as we can foresee them? 

Or more simply: what are cities for? 
N.H.R. 



TEMOIGNAGE 

Evolution des voies d'approche de la population face au developpement 
socio-economique de la region-pilote 

Georges-Henri Dube 
Pratique le notariat a Rimouski. Prealablement a ces 
activites relatives au developpement du Bas Saint
Laurent, Monsieur Dube fut president regional du 
Jeune Commerce du Bas Saint-Laurent en 1957-
1958. Un des artisans de la fondation du Conseil 
d'Orientation Economique du Bas Saint-Laurent il en 
devint president en 1963, fonction d'ailleurs qu'on lui 
confiera au sein du Bureau d'Amenagement de !'Est 
du Quebec depuis sa fondation en 1963 jusqu'a la 
remise du Plan de Deve/oppement aux autorites 
gouvernementales et a la population de la region le 
20 juillet 1966. 1l est presentement membre du 
Conseil d'Orientation Economique du Quebec. 

La region du Bas-St-Laurent, de la Gaspesie et des Iles-de-la-Madeleine detient 
le titre assez peu enviable de la region la plus pauvre au Quebec. 

En effet le territoire-pilote, comprenant neuf comtes provinciaux: Riviere-du
Loup, Temiscouata, Rimouski, Matane, Matapedia, Gaspe-Nord, Gaspe-Sud, 
Iles-de-la-Madeleine, a deux fois et demi plus de chomage que le Quebec et 50% 
moins de production par tete. Malgre d'importants transferts gouvernementaux 
(30% du revenu per capita), les revenus personnels par habitant depassent a peine 
la moitie de ceux du Quebec, soit $716.00 en 1961 contre $1,383.00 pour 
!'ensemble du Quebec. 

L'elimination relative de ces disparites d'emploi et de revenu entre la region et 
la province constitue l'objectif fondamental du Plan de Developpement prepare 
par le Bureau d'Amenagement de l'Est du Quebec (BAEQ); en d'autres termes, 
le Plan vise le rattrapage par la region, en 1981, du niveau de vie du Quebec, soit 
en conservant chez elle une population constante de 325,000 habitants ( actuelle
ment environ 6 % de la population du Quebec), ce qui va impliquer malgre les 
apparences, une creation considerable d'emplois, soit 28,000 d'ici 1981, dans une 
region ou les richesses naturelles sont toutefois limitees. 

Voila, en tres peu de mots, le resume extremement sommaire des travaux menes 
par le Bureau d'Amenagement de l'Est du Quebec Inc., depuis juin 1963 jusqu'a 
juillet 1966; ces travaux-dont on retrouve la synthese dans l'Esquisse du Plan 
(10 volumes-2500 pages) et le Plan de Developpement du Bas-St-Laurent, de 
la Gaspesie et des Iles-de-la-Madeleine ( 11 volumes-2000 pages-Imprimeur de 
la Reine, Hotel du Gouvernement, Quebec)-, se traduisent dans cinq grands 
objectifs, une cinquantaire de politiques a poursuivre, pres d'une centaine de pro
grammes a mettre en reuvre, au-dela de cent projets a executer et quelque deux 
cent cinquante recommandations a adopter. 

Fait important a souligner, tous ces travaux du BAEQ n'ont pu etre possibles 
qu'a la suite de l'eveil de la conscience des gens du milieu a l'egard de leurs 
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problemes socio-economiques; il serait done interessant d'essayer de retracer quelle 
a ete la participation de la population du territoire-pilote a la vaste entreprise de 
planification regionale vecue dans notre region, ou, en d'autres termes, l'historique 
de !'evolution de la population, face aux problemes socio-economiques de son 
milieu. 

Nous tenterons de retracer cette evolution a partir de notre experience person
nelle, telle que vecue au niveau local comme president du Jeune Commerce de 
Mont-Joli; au niveau sous-regional comme l'un des participants privilegies et presi
dent du Conseil d'Orientation Economique du Bas-St-Laurent; au niveau regional 
comme president du BAEQ, depuis sa fondation, et au niveau provincial comme 
membre du Conseil d'Orientation Economique du Quebec, depuis 1963. C'est done 
dans l'eclairage de cette experience a ces differents paliers, soit local, sous-regional, 
regional et provincial, que nous tenterons de vous indiquer ce que devrait etre, a 
notre point de vue, une eventuelle structure de participation et de consultation a 
l'echelle du Quebec. 

Soulignons immediatement, comme mise en garde, que cet expose ne vise a 
relater que les etapes ayant marque ou semblant devoir marquer !'evolution du 
comportement de la population du territoire-pilote, ou, en d'autres termes, !'evolu
tion des "voies d'approche" qu'elle a adoptees, face a ses problemes, et qu'il ne 
faudrait pas generaliser nos conclusions aux autres regions du Quebec, particu
lierement a celle de Montreal, vu que nous ne connaissons que de fai;on tres 
sommaire les conditions particulieres qui y prevalent. 

Malgre !es risques de generalisation qu'une telle affirmation peut comporter, 
disons que trois grandes etapes semblent devoir marquer !'evolution des voies 
d'approche de la population, face au marasme de la region : 

A. L'etape de la voie d'approche locale; 

B. L'etape des conseils economiques regionaux OU l'etape de la voie 
d'approche regionale; 

C. Et, eventuellement, l'etape d'une voie d'approche plus globale, que
becoirn et meme canadienne. 

VOIE D'APPROCHE LOCALE 
Dans le contexte historique du Quebec, on aura devine que la voie d'approche 

naturelle aux nombreaux problemes qu'affronta la region se situa d'abord et 
surtout au niveau local et paroissial. 

Afin de remedier aux nombreaux malaises economiques et sociaux du milieu, la 
population s'etait d'abord donne un grand nombre d'organismes, associations et 
entreprises a caractere essentiellement local; chaque paroisse, qui se respectait, 
avait sa cooperative agricole, sa caisse populaire, sa "beurrerie", sa Societe 
St-Jean-Baptiste, sa Chambre de Commerce et/ou son Syndicat local de l'UCC, 
sur lesquels on avait d'ailleurs fonde tous les espoirs. 

En effet, apres avoir depense autant d'effort pour mettre ces organismes sur 
pied, on avait pense que la plupart des problemes de sous-developpement de la 
region seraient automatiquement resolu; mais, peu a peu, on dut constater que les 
resultats s'averaient decevants et que la region continuait a croupir dans son 
marasme. 
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On multiplia alors les assemblees des associations, et, apres de longues et 
laborieuses discussions, on finissait toujour par adopter des resolutions pressantes 
demandant au gouvernement d'intervenir afin de changer la situation tragique de 
"sa" localite. 

Et l'Etat, donnant suite a ces revendications, intervint en accordant a la region 
de nombreuses mesures d'assistance sociale, toujours trop restreintes, dans !'opinion 
des gens du milieu, face a ses besoins, et devenant, par ailleurs, de plus en plus 
onereuses pour le gouvernement; la region est en e:ffet devenue celle ou il se verse 
le plus de transferts gouvernementaux par tete au Quebec. 

Cette description de la situation nous donne une image assez tragique des voies 
d'approche des associations ou organismes locaux. 

Malgre les nombreux avantages que comportent ces structures: le fait qu'elles 
sont plus pres des gens et connaissent mieux leur situation; qu'elles groupent des 
individus ayant les memes sentiments d'appartenance; qu'elles peuvent, a un 
certain niveau, faire du travail plus efficace; qu'elles constituent des unites de 
base facilitant la prise de conscience des problemes, il n'en reste pas moins vrai 
qu'elles comportent de nombreux desavantages qui peuvent expliquer en grande 
partie les pietres resultats qu'elles ont connus malgre de si nombreux efforts. 

Nous nous permettrons d'en souligner quelques uns: 

( 1) L'ensemble de ces structures n'a a vrai dire qu'un seul et unique objectif 
trop general, soit la defense du bien commun; faute de differenciation 
precise des til.ches que chacune d'elles devrait normalement accomplir, il en 
resulte un eparpillement des efforts et une efficacite reduite; 

(2) Comme corollaire a cette affirmation, !'ensemble de ces structures ne semble 
pas faire la distinction qui s'impose entre les objectifs a poursuivre et les 
moyens a prendre pour les atteindre et, ainsi, peut difficilement comprendre 
les relations qui doivent exister entre les deux; 

(3) On constate d'ailleurs que leur seule fac;on d'envisager le developpement se 
situe dans une perspective purement traditionnelle et locale tout comme s'il 
etait possible de vivre dans une economie "fermee" au niveau de "son" 
village; 

( 4) Par ailleurs, ces groupements locaux entretiennent des relations assez 
ambigues avec leur organisme central; il arrive meme parfois que les 
positions prises par les structures locales viennent completement en contra
diction avec celles de leurs structures centrales; pour n'en citer que deux 
exemples connus, rappelons que les Chambres de Commerce de la region 
etaient favorables a la nationalisation des compagnies privees d'electricite, 
alors que la Chambre provinciale s'y objectait, et que les Societes St-Jean
Baptiste du diocese de Rimouski etaient favorables au transfert des actions 
de Quebec-Telephone a Anglo-Canadian Telephone, alors que la Federation 
provinciale s'y opposait; 

(5) A cause de l'esprit de clocher, ces contradictions se repetent d'ailleurs au 
niveau des structures locales entre elles; ainsi, au lieu de faire front commun 
lorsqu'il s'agit d'obtenir un service essentiel a plusieurs municipalites, on 
se chamaille, annulant par le fait meme les efforts deployes; un exemple de 
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cette situation serait la lutte entre les deux villes de Rimouski et de Mont
Joli autour de leurs deux aeroports, qui ne sont pourtant situes qu'a seize 
milles de distance l'un de l'autre; 

( 6) Aucune de ces associations ne represente toutes les localites du territoire et 
toutes les classe de la population; ainsi, sur le plan territorial, la Societe 
St-Jean-Baptiste existe dans la plupart des paroisses du Bas-St-Laurent, 
mais n'existe pas en Gaspesie; par contre, les Chambres de Commerce 
couvrent pratiquement tous les milieux urbains, alors que l'Union Catholique 
des Cultivateurs ne couvre que les milieux ruraux; ces structures meme 
regroupees, ne peuvent reclamer le privilege de representer effectivement 
toute la population de la region; 

(7) Par ailleurs, !'ensemble de ces structures definit la situation beaucoup plus 
a partir de la perception que s'en fait une certaine elite qu'a partir d'une 
perception basee sur une prise de conscience des veritables problemes de 
developpement; et comme le probleme des disparites, locales ou regionales, 
est vecu differemment suivant que l'on est cultivateur ou professionnel, 
fonctionnaire ou homme d'affaires, les voies d'approche du developpement 
seront caracterisees plus ou moins fortement par la personnalite de tel ou 
tel leader; 

( 8) Comme corollaire a cette affirmation, la plupart des membres de ces struc
tures sont plus ou moins actifs et se fient a leurs leaders; on pourra ainsi 
avoir dans certaines localites un bon nombre d'associations dynamiques, 
parce que l'on y trouve un cure, un vicaire et/ou un citoyen dynamique; ce 
cure, ce vicaire ou ce citoyen disparait-il que !'association ou les associations 
concernees en sont affectees au point de devenir lethargiques et meme de 
disparaitre. Les activites des structures locales suivent ainsi des cycles, de 
meme que leur nombre de membres d'ailleurs; 

(9) En plus de ces contraintes, on constate que les moyens d'action de ces 
groupements locaux sont plutot restreints; vu le nombre peu eleve de leurs 
membres et la faiblesse de leurs revenus, il est impensable pour eux de 
maintenir un secretariat eflicace et d'assurer des communications soutenues 
aupres de leurs membres et aupres de leurs echelons superieurs; 

( 10) Si vous ajoutez a ce portrait certain es autres facettes des structures locales, 
telles que les conflits ideologiques et politiques, les mythes, la tendance a 
discuter davantage sur les mots que sur les idees, les influences plus ou 
moins occultes, vous aurez compris que les voies d'approche des structures 
locales, telles que decrites, ne pouvaient etre eflicaces et qu'il fallait trouver 
une nouvelle voie d'approche face aux nombreux problemes de la region. 

L'ET APE DES CER 
La conclusion d'une conference prononcees par M. Maurice Lamontagne, un 

ancien citoyen de la region, le 25 octobre 1955, amorce le processus de cette 
deuxieme etape; permettez-nous de vous citer cette conclusion: 

"A mon avis, tant que le Bas-St-Laurent ne presentera pas un front uni, 
tant qu'il ne sera pas pret a une action collective en vue d'objectifs communs, 
il ne reussira pas a resoudre ses problemes economiques. Puisque la solution 
de ces difficultes depend d'abord et surtout de !'initiative locale et puisqu'il 
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s'agit d'elaborer un plan d'action collective, pourquoi ne songerait-on pas a 
creer un Conseil Economique du Bas-St-Laurent. Toutes Jes municipalites et 
Jes groupements prives devraient en faire partie et Jui verser des contributions 
en vue de Jui assurer un personnel restreint mais competent. II faut se rappeler 
a ce propos que trop d'initiatives de ce genre out ete abandonnees sans avoir 
donne de resultats, parce qu'elles dependaient uniquement de la bonne volonte. 
Ce Conseil pourrait egalement beneficier a !'occasion des services des experts 
gouvernementaux. Je suis persuade qu'un tel organisme, eclaire par des etudes 
concretes et representant toute la region pourrait contribuer efficacement a 
assurer le progres economique du Bas-St-Laurent." (fin de citation) 

Les groupements de la region ne mirent pas longtemps a donner suite a cette 
excellente suggestion, pu!sque le 26 mai 1956, le Conseil d'Orientation Bconomique 
du Bas-St-Laurent (COBB) etait fonde; ne groupant au debut que les representants 
des corps publics et de certaines associations des comtes de Matapedia, Matane 
et Rimouski, il devait, en 1959, elargir ses cadres pour comprendre les comtes de 
Riviere-du-Loup et du Temiscouata. Plus tard, soit en 1963, en association avec 
le Conseil Regional d'Expansion Bconomique de la Gaspesie et des 1les-de-la
Madeleine (CREBGIM), qui venait d'etre cree, il mettra sur pied le BAEQ qui 
couvrira les neuf comtes du territoire-pilote. 

Mais la demarche du COBB ne fut pas aussi facile que le laisse entrevoir mon 
dernier paragraphe. 

Meme si le COBB s'etait donne un programme d'action realiste, des 1957, en 
priant MM. Jean-Marie Martin et Yves Dube d'entreprendre une vaste enquete 
economique de la region, ce qui nous valu des rapports tres elabores sur la 
situation de l'Agriculture dans le Bas-St-Laurent (Martin et Dube), une "Etude 
demographique" (Yves Martin), une "Enquete sur les Transports" (Dr. Pierre 
Camu), et des cartes de possibilites d'Utilisation des Sols (Dube-Mailloux), 
finances presque entierement avec les moyens du bord, cette voie d'approche, dite 
regionale, ne rompait d'ailleurs definitivement pas avec la voie d'approche locale. 

II faut bien admettre que le COBB n'etait pas representatif de toutes les classes 
de la societe et que ses structures laissaient a desirer; ainsi, alors que les Chambres 
de Commerce etaient representees au COBB par voie de delegation des structures 
locales, toutes les autres associations, et notamment l'UCC,-qui n'accepta a 
faire partie du COEB qu'aux environs de 1960, - y accedaient en y deleguant 
des representants du palier diocesain ou regional. Les syndicats ouvriers ne 
devinrent membres du COBB que beaucoup plus tard. 

Parmi les autres defauts de cet organisme regional, notons le fait qu'il semblait 
"l'a:ffaire" d'une certaine elite, !'absence de communications regulieres avec ses 
membres et la population en general, !'absence d'un secretariat bien organise et 
l'inutilite de certains efforts, comme la depense d'une somme de $8,000.00, en 
1963, sur la possibilite d'etablir l'industrie siderurgique quebecoise dans notre 
region. 

Ce qui explique que, a certains moments, d'aucuns se sont demandes si le 
COBB n'etait pas devenu une Chambre de Commerce ou une Societe St-Jean
Baptiste locale "magnifiee". 

II faut toutefois admettre qu'il y avait dans ce nouvel organisme des germes 
plus fructueux qu'il convient de decrire brievement: un certain processus etait 
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engage et on s'acheminait lentement vers la notion de "region"; on n'acceptait de 
discuter au Conseil que des questions ayant une perspective regionale. L'organisme 
tente d'evoluer et cherche effectivement a regrouper toutes les forces economiques 
de la region, notamment pour les fins de representation aupres du gouvernement, 
qui se sent de moins en moins capable d'ignorer une telle force, plus particuliere
ment dans le cas specifique de la Legislation ARDA, qui a perm.is le financement, 
en entier, des operations du BAEQ. 

On constate par ailleurs qu'une certaine liaison est en voie de s'etablir avec les 
structures provinciales; un directeur du COBB siege au Conseil d'Orientation 
Economique du Quebec, qui a par ailleurs cree un Service d' Action region ale, 
charge d'assister les Conseils Bconomiques Regionaux (CBR) dans leur action; 
ajoutons a ces ameliorations !'assistance financiere aux CBR; ces liaisons n'exis
taient pas en premiere etape et devraient fatalement, nous presumons, se 
poursuivre et meme s'amplifier dans l'avenir. 

VOIEi D'APPROCHE PLUS GLOBALE 
Quelle sera cette troisieme etape dans !'evolution de la participation de la 

population? Meme s'il est difficile de la prevoir, il existe quand meme certaines 
tendances qui nous permettent de faire certaines hypotheses : 
(a) Soit que les CBS tentent par tous les moyens de prendre en main les efforts 

de planification dans leurs regions respectives. 
(b) Soit que le gouvernement fasse de meme de son cote, en chargeant des 

fonctionnaires de planifier pour la population, et sans elle. 
L'une et l'autre de ces propositions constituent des mythes qu'il est essentiel, a 

notre point de vue, de detruire. 
En se referant a !'experience du BAEQ, qui, pour votre information, a coute 

$4,000,000.00-dont la moitie pour assurer la participation de la population-et 
necessite la collaboration d'environ 90 professionnels, dont 45 chercheurs, durant 
trois ans, la complexite de la tache de planification regionale exige des recherches 
nombreuses et compliquees qui sont hors de portee avec les moyens financiers et 
autres du CBR; il est par ailleurs impensable, en raison de la complexite du travail 
implique par !'execution du Plan, d'en confier !'execution aux CBR. 

La position inverse, soit celle de !'effort gouvernemental unilateral, est egalement 
fausse, car le developpement conc,:u comme !'ensemble coherent de changements 
socio-economiques exige de considerer la participation de la population a !'effort 
de planification comme un moyen et comme une fin: comme un moyen, en ce sens 
qu'il ne peut y avoir de changements efficaces, durables et valables, si la population, 
au lieu de s'adapter a ces changements, n'y inscrit pas ses valeurs et ses exigences 
propres; comme une fin, en ce sens qu'une des consequences de ces changements 
structurels est de rendre a long terme la population capable de definir elle-meme 
le rythme et la nature des changements necessaires. 

La seule solution reside done entre ces deux extremes et doit envisager la 
collaboration efficace de ces deux interlocuteurs, si l'on veut assurer veritablement 
le developpement planifie de nos regions. 

Pour y arriver, il faudra definir clairement leurs taches respectives, tant au 
niveau de la recherche et des etudes, qu'au niveau de !'elaboration des plans et de 
leur execution. II faudra egalement en arriver a definir clairement la nature, le role 
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et les fonctions des C:ER, sinon les ambiguites resultant de la situation actuelle 
seraient susceptibles de retarder encore davantage le progres de nos regions. Bruin, 
il faudra songer a relier organiquement les CER avec les structures correspondantes 
situees au niveau provincial, ainsi qu'a toute structure specifique d'elaboration OU 

d'execution d'un Plan regional. 
Un tel programme d'action n'est pas une mince tache, mais l'experience vecue 

clans notre region aura demontre que le processus de la participation de la popula
tion a l'elaboration de politiques qui l'affecteront est deja en marche chez-nous 
depuis environ dix ans et qu'il semble donner des resultats satisfaisants. 

Nos conseils economiques regionaux (COBB et CREEGIM) se preparent 
d'ailleurs a se restructurer en trois conseils territoriaux (sous-regionaux) plus 
representatifs, qui se regrouperont ensuite en un Conseil de developpement unique 
pour toute le region. 

II s'agit, comme vous pouvez le deviner, d'une etape particulierement importante 
et revelatrice du chemin parcouru par la population de la region depuis la prise de 
conscience au niveau local de certains problemes qui, a la suite de l'evolution de 
la population, ou tout au moins de ses leaders, ont ete examines clans une perspec
tive de plus en plus elargie. 

Meme si nous avons semble, au cours de cet expose, faire le proces des associa
tions a caractere local, il ne faudrait pas croire que nous desavouons ou meprisons 
les structures locales; bien au contraire, il faut les encourager a continuer leurs 
efforts, mais en redefinissant leur action clans une perspective plus large et en 
l'integrant au processus que nous avons tente de decrire au cours de cet expose; 
toute structure valable de participation de la population devra toujours atteindre 
le niveau local. 

II ne faudrait pas, par ailleurs, que les C:ER deviennent des structures paralleles 
et concurrentes a celles des associations regionales, mais bien un lieu de conver
gence de toutes c~s associations; en1in, il est a esperer que l'on saura respecter a 
l'interieur des CER la representativite tant territoriale que sectorielle de leurs 
membres. 

Ainsi, si tous, individus et associations, travaillent clans une perspective plus 
globale. on pourra eventuellement, et plus rapidement qu'on ne le croit, constituer 
une veriiable structure de participation au Quebec: cette structure etant absolument 
essentielle si l'on veut y instaurer un systeme de planification qui soit veritablement 
democratique. 

SUMMARY 
In a democratic society the formulation and implementation of planning policies 

requires the full participation of the population as a whole. This involvement 
cannot emerge suddenly. It is only possible through a long, continuous and 
evolutionary process, which must take the socio-economic context into account in 
order to develop administrative structures ·which are truly representative and 
adapted to the needs of the people. Once created, such structures in turn make it 
easier to secure the ideas and opinions of the public concerning planning objectives. 
In this article the former Chairman of the Eastern Quebec Planning Bureau 
("B.A.E.Q.") describes this process as it evolved in the "pilot region" of the 
Lower St. Lawrence and Gaspesia during the past ten years. 



TWO-THIRDS OF MAN AND HIS WORLD 

Avrum Regenstreif 

Mr. Regenstreif is a graduate in architecture of 
McGill University and holds masters' degrees in 
architecture and city planning from the University of 
Pennsylvania. As an architect and urban designer 
both with public agencies and in private practice, he 
has been associated with the planning and design of 
several major urban development projects as well as 
industrial site planning, landscape architecture and 
architectural design. Before the opening of Expo 67 
he spent several days touring the site, but he acknowl
edges that at the time this article was written he had 
not had the benefit of seeing many of the buildings 
completed with exhibits or of experiencing mass 
public reaction to Expo. He examines the question: 
what can planners learn from Expo 67? 

What was supposed to be achieved by Expo 67? What has been achieved? 
Where has it failed? What can the public be expected to gain? Will they be more 
informed, enlightened and entertained? Is it simply a lever to stimulate the economy 
and enhance national prestige? An exercise in public spending and crash program
ming in a consumption-oriented economy? Or is it something greater and more 
profound? Does Expo represent reality at all or is it a distortion of reality which 
enables us to see our world through a clearer eye? 

To planning professionals who must deal constantly with a decision-making 
process involving not only technical considerations but value-charged areas of 
conflict and contention, Expo 67 offers one of the most spectacular examples this 
country has ever witnessed of the resolution of private and public values. A self
conscious review of some of its problems, shortcomings and accomplishments 
can help the planner to understand many conventional problems and to contribute 
more effectively in solution of future problems of this scale. 

THE THEME 
"To be a man is to feel that through one's own stone he contributes to 
building the edifice of the world". 

Antoine de Saint-Exupeiy 

The emergence of the theme, borrowed from Saint-Exupery's "Terre des 
Hommes" and elaborated at the Montebello Conference in 1963, was probably 
the most important development arising out of the stormy days of Expo's early 
history. The theme "Man and his World" provides a philosophical touchstone 
against which most of the decisions which brought Expo into being can be measured. 
It was this kind of universal spirit which prompted one group of planners to advo
cate quite early in the formative period an exposition without National Pavilions. 
Their feeling was that National Pavilions tend to intensify nationalism, resulting 
in petty attempts of different nations to outdo one another with grandiose buildings 
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and exhibits rather than expressing the essential unity of man-his joys, his fears, 
and the nobility of his struggle to survive and grow. 

To achieve this universalist image, early plans envisaged a structure of circula
tion connecting Thematic Areas and Pavilions which would contain exhibits 
representing human problems and achievements throughout the world. The Theme 
Pavilions were thought of as large flexible and relatively permanent structures
open systems which would be re-used after the exposition in a number of ways. 
In different areas representing various parts or sub-themes of the main theme, 
nations could contribute to specific exhibits. For example, the northern countries 
such as the U.S.S.R., Canada, the Scandinavian nations and the United States 
could contribute within a common pavilion or area to a comprehensive exhibit on 
"Man and the Polar Regions", or countries such as India and Holland could present 
exhibits of population problems and how they are being dealt with. Particular 
industrial exhibits and special activities would then be related to thematic areas 
by a continuous, protected pedestrian as well as transport systems. Ironically, this 
conception required a substantially smaller site than the present exhibition (500-
600 acres rather than 600-1,000 acres, depending upon the water areas included 
in the calculation) . It was considered that the pavilions as well as the site could 
permit substantial re-use after Expo and lend themselves well to comprehensive 
integration with the existing fabric of Montreal, in particular the downtown area, 
for which the exhibition would provide a major aperture on the river. 

The idea of a purely thematic exposition was not widely accepted. The concept 
was considered too didactic and altruistic to attract hard-nosed competitive indus
tries and commercial interests. Furthermore, it was suggested that the important 
world powers would not participate financially to the same extent in an exposition 
in which they could not build their own national pavilions and would have to relate 
instead to a preconceived thematic idea. Since as an I.B.E. exposition of the first 
category financial involvement by foreign countries was an important factor, oppos
ing groups felt a more conventional exposition similar to the 1937 Paris Exposi
tion or the Brussels Expo 58, with national pavilions and a soft-pedalling of the 
theme idea, would find greater appeal on the international scene. An interesting 
and ironic footnote to this conflict of goals for Expo 67 is the fact that in 1867 
in Paris, an international exhibition was assembled under one continuous elliptical 
system of concentric galleries 1,608 feet by 1,266 feet and involved the participation 
of virtually every major nation at that time. 

"Transverse walks divided this building into separate segments. From each 
segment a spectator could trace without effort the developments within a single 
country and compare them with the displays of other countries occupying adjacent 
segments. "1 

The theme of the Paris fair was stated as follows: "To make the circuit of this 
palace circular like the equator is literally to go around the world. All peoples 
are here, enemies live in peace side by side .... "2 

THE CHOICE OF SITE 
To a great extent, the selection of a site also involved the polarization of oppo

site viewpoints, neither of which had sufficient data to establish a clear-cut case. 
1s. Giedion-Space, Time and Architecture. P. 259. 2Ibid., p. 259. 
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Early in Expo's development some architects and planners saw the exhibit as a 
golden opportunity to clear and assemble the fragments of a declining industrial 
area on the edge of Montreal's core. This included an abattoir industry, portions 
of under-utilized harbour land and blocks of run-down warehouses which for 
years had provided an ugly face and unpleasant smell to people entering and leaving 
the downtown area via Victoria Bridge. At the same time, the opening of the 
Seaway on the South Shore of the river was viewed as an opportunity to reconsider 
long-range land use at the mouth of the Lachine Canal, which was about to be 
closed from the south end. This involved negotiations with, and obtaining the 
agreement and co-operation of, the National Harbours Board, the Canadian 
National Railways, Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the St. Lawrence 
Seaway and a number of important private industries, as well as the City of 
Montreal, which was responsible for providing the site for Expo. Barring direct 
Federal intervention, negotiations would inevitably be complex. There were not 
at that time any detailed :-tudies or comprehensive long-range plans which had 
fully explored the economic and technical implications of a range of development 
alternatives for this area of Montreal. A superficial examination (based on asses
ment) of the acquisition costs of some of this developed land indicated that it 
might be more economical to create new land in the middle of the river by dredging 
the river bed. Aside from certain political goals to be achieved in not resorting to 
urban renewal as a strategy for land assembly ( there were no electors living in the 
middle of the St. Lawrence River or on St. Helen's Island) and the National 
Harbours Board's need to have some dredging done, there was no political and 
economic formula available other than the N.H.A. by which substantial Federal aid 
could be obtained to help Montreal write down the cost of providing land for 
Expo. Thus, the decision was taken by the City of Montreal not to redevelop 
Point St. Charles as proposed by the planners, but rather to develop islands, or 
more accurately to extend existing land areas from either shore into the middle 
of the river. It is against this early background that one appraises this massive 
achievement, certainly the largest social task ever undertaken in one region in 
peacetime in Canada. 

LANDFILL AND LANDSCAPE 
Stories about the problems of obtaining sufficient fill for the project are legion. 

Ultimately 25 million tons were required, most of it delivered by truck day and 
night for seven months. At the time of the official presentation of the site to Expo 
by the City of Montreal, less than 50% of the land fill commitment was completed 
and some of the fill in place was unfit to build on. St. Helen's Island Park was 
turned over to Expo for two years in order to help the City of Montreal to meet its 
land commitment. 

Insufficient fill and inadequate fill in many areas created a great many difficulties 
and costly foundation problems, in some instances causing a drastic reduction in 
the area available for certain pavilions and resulting in extensive alterations in the 
master plan of 1963. On Ile Notre Dame, for example, despite expressed attempts 
of Expo's architects "to retain an urban character and to find a balance of space 
and masses by judiciously selecting the sites for the more important buildings", lack 
of programmatic and architectural design control as well as insufficient space for 
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landscape relief has resulted in a goulash of buildings unrelated in design and sited 
cheek by jowl on top of one another. 

It is a paradox that while the site is in the middle of a great river, many of the 
water areas flowing through the site cannot be reached by the pedestrian. This 
occurs because the level of the St. Lawrence at this location can change as much as 
20 feet through the year, due to rapid spring thaw and river ice jams. Consequently 
the dyke walls are very high. While normal river level is well below these steep 
embankment walls of dumped fill, the elevation of most of the Expo development, 
including the lagoons and canals, occurs close to the level of the top of the embank
ment. Within this limitation, however, the landscape architects and site designers 
have done an excellent job of creating mounds of trees and canal bank walls. 

SITE FURNITURE SYSTEM-Designer, Luis F. VILLA-Villa/Macioge Associates, 1110 
Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal, Quebec. 
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Another aspect in which the landscape architects have made a most important 
contribution is the street furniture elements-benches, light standards, flower 
boxes, mail boxes, telephone stands and drinking fountains. These have been 
skillfully designed and integrated in a system of geometric configurations which can 
adapt to a great variety of site requirements. These distinctive configurations with 
clusters of light standards ( employing the principle of reflected light) provides a 
strong visual connection and punctuation to what may otherwise have been a 
visually unrelated plan. 

NATIONAL PAVILIONS AND THE THEME 
As a social event and physical achievement, Expo is the greatest "happening" 

Montreal has ever seen and the greatest "happening" in Canada in 1967. Regardless 
of the nature of the theme or its realization in Expo's master plan, it does not 
require much examination to conclude that economic expenditure well in excess 
of one billion dollars over a five-year period in one locality by three levels of 
government with considerable power and control over channels of communication, 
transportation, foreign trade and other policies would result in a tremendous impact 
on the national and regional economy. By contrast, the Trans-Canada Highway 
up to 1963 cost almost three-quarters of a billion dollars and the St. Lawrence 
Seaway half a billion. It will take some time and a good deal of economic and 
social analysis to determine which has produced most benefit. But this is another 
matter. 

In reality, Expo has developed as a great compromise between the spirit of 
nationalism and commercialism inherent in the National Pavilions idea, and the 
internationalist idealism of the thematic approach; the result is an exhibition with 
moments of great insight and sensitivity amid a cacophony of programmatically 
and visually unrelated pavilions and other elements, few of which pay anything 
but lip service to the theme. The lack of overall planning and architectural control 
and the severe conflicts in the development program, particularly on :tviackay Pier 
and in the pavilion areas of Ile Verte and Ile Notre-Dame, is immediately apparent. 

Despite the fact that the thematic idea as ultimately realized is only a fraction 
of its original promise, it has been particularly successful in areas where an identi
fiable repetitive three-dimensional structure has been used. Even with their crude 
structural systems, Man the Explorer and Man the Producer, with continuous 
integrated three-dimensional circulation, contain some of the most interesting and 
best presented exhibits, including "Man in the Oceans", "Man in the Polar Regions" 
and "Man and Life". As such, they hold their own well against such lumpishness 
as the French, British and USSR Pavilions and eyesores like the Bell Telephone, 
Air Canada and Steel Industry Pavilions. 

The pavilions are not all architecturally crude, however; the German, U.S., and 
the African Nations Pavilions have captured in a subtle way something of the 
essential quality of the theme idea. The first two in their universal structural solutions 
utilize systems of space enclosures of great lightness and economy of material, and 
the African Pavilion expresses in a village of similar cells something of a community 
of nations. The expression of the cellular unit is one of the most significant recurring 
design elements throughout the exhibition. 

Although the Canadian Pavilion is not the worst of the confused architectural 
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jumble of competing nations, the Federal Government probably bears the greatest 
share of the blame for the qualitative failure of the theme by spending $21 million 
on the biggest national pavilion rather than capturing the spirit of the thematic idea 
and expanding on theme structure. Also, the government could have helped to 
develop a more rational formula to solve the problems of land assembly for what 
has become 1967's most important public purpose. This is particularly significant 
in the light of recent discussions indicating continuing Federal participation in 
Expo lands after 1967. 

Thus far, no comprehensive plan has been prepared for development of this 
area of Montreal after Expo. Logically, in order to maximize the value of public 
investment in site development and to effectively recoup the greatest possible 
amount of public expenditure, this is what should have been done. For example, a 
great many services and utilities throughout the site are only temporary and will 
have to be replaced after the fair. In this regard, lack of long-range planning and 
rational decision-making has resulted in the failure to capitalize on a rare economic 
opportunity. 

Place d' Accueil, the arrivals centre at the west end of Cite du Havre, a tour de 
force to overcome the isolation of the site from the downtown area, is unconvincing 
as a gateway to an exhibition which really begins almost two miles away. By not 
having to deal with integration into the urban fabric of Montreal except via 
the tenuous thread of an expressway and a subway under the river, Expo itself 
makes no positive statement about the physical relationship of Man to the 
Urban Community. Furthermore, the isolation which the selected site imposes 
leaves the Man in the Community area by itself with little viability after Expo 
unless massive additional investment is undertaken. Cite du Havre sits lonely and 
isolated on Mackay Pier strung out like so many random pieces of flotsam on a 
beach. 

MAN IN MOTION 
The current revolution in transportation technology is probably one of the 

most profound achievements of industrial man. It would be expected that this 
area would be given particular emphasis at Expo; built right into the skeleton 
of the Master Plan. Certainly this is a development cost inherent in the choice 
of site. 

At one time, it was envisaged that three or four transit systems operating at 
continuously reducing scales and speeds would be used to integrate the extensive 
site areas. A brief was even written on a continuous motion system, a series of 
belts, etc. in which the pedestrian would be moved continuously from one system 
to another, permitting him to see most of the fair without ever stopping. 

Ultimately, however, in order to provide at least a basic free transportation 
system (in this instance a corrective rather than a creative solution) and come out 
with a system which would be reusable after Expo at minimum cost, serious compro
mises had to be made. Consequently, the only slightly radical departure which 
the present transportation network makes from systems in use for many years at 
many fairs and in many existing urban applications, is the introduction of compu
ter operation for the minirail and expo-express systems. But this does not demon
strate anything significant in the three-dimensional or movement characteristics of 
the systems. 
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The nodal points, the stations and transit interchange centres are two-dimensional 
in the way in which modal change takes place, and even basic weather protection 
for pedestrians has been given short shrift. Extensive continuously protected 
pedestrian ways could have provided an important structural as well as visual 
link virtually tying the plan together. Expo is going to be no place to go in rain 
or hot sun. 

In comparison with the fantastic sums expended on the contrived and tortured 
architecture of most exhibit buildings, the expenditure on even the most basic 
transportation investments, including both the movement systems and the architec
ture of arrival, seems paltry, and the programming of the stations and stopping 
points, although individually well designed in some cases, does not seem to bear 
any relationship in three dimensions to the promise suggested in the earlier planning. 

Ironically, on a city and regional aspect, Montreal is a more dramatic example 
of the vitality of Man in the Community. The expressway network, the unique 
subway systems and some of the gigantic building development projects in which 
the city and private development capital are engrossed is an infinitely more dynamic 
and interesting exhibit of Man in the Community and the Montreal Metro a far 
more advanced transit system than anything shown at Expo. 

HABITAT? 
"No one should make serious judgements about architectural plans until a 

structure is actually built, but . . . it seems more than possible that Habitat will 
be one of the great events of recent architecture. It seems as important, as say, the 
great apartment projects of Le Corbusier. It seems, in fact, to have everything". 
(Maclean's, August 8, 1964.) 

Habitat, the glamour child of Madison A venue image builders, has yet to face 
public reaction in the social and economic marketplace-the acid test of all 
significant urban development ideas. Paradoxically, without a definite program, 
at astronomically high cost and at a density lower than most contemporary row 
housing projects, this so-called "answer to the world's urban housing crisis'' fails 
to come to terms with the most fundamental issues of contemporary planning and 
urban development. Even basic architectural problems such as climate, noise, 
privacy and human protection have been severely compromised in a mad dash to 
build the image at all costs. Instead of helping to untie the Gordian knot of urban 
housing, Habitat has merely succeeded in tying it tighter. In its naive attempt to 
demonstrate a physical solution to urban housing problems, Habitat may succeed in 
throwing cold water on future attempts at demonstration housing. This is what 
some discerning architects and planners fear, and why, despite their captivation 
with the rich sculptural possibilities inherent in the cellular quality of Habitat, they 
have rejected it privately if not publicly. Adverse reaction to Habitat's designer's 
claims about what it is and what it can do might on the other hand challenge the 
profession to be more open, honest and rational in future attempts to convince 
the public of the validity of new housing solutions. 

The real tragedy of this three-dimensional myth, however, is not in the realization 
of the complex itself, but that the strenuous political contortions and tremendous 
quantities of time and human effort in getting it built has resulted in insufficient 
attention being paid to the entire thematic area of Man and the Community, which 
was Habitat's original raison d'etre. It is important to recall that Man and the 
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Community was at one time envisaged as a project which might involve the talents 
of some of the best architects and planners from nations around the world, in a 
permanent housing exhibition. Habitat helped eliminate that possibility. 

WHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED? 
Probably the greatest achievement of Expo is the fact that it was built at all. In 

this regard, it is an achievement of the engineers, politicians, exhibit designers and 
public relations men. It has proven that in one urban area the entire region, province 
and nation can be organized to achieve a major public goal. Conversely it has 
shown that given national and regional goals of economic and social interest, 
tremendous public support and enthusiasm can be generated. Expo, overnight, has 
helped to make Montreal one of the three top convention cities in North America, 
has accelerated in five years the completion of an urban infra-structure which 
might normally have taken two or three times as long. 

Expo will, no doubt, attract millions of people from all over the world, and 
particularly will bring into Montreal people from remote rural areas who have never 
seen a big city before. It will educate, stimulate and excite the visitor. It has 
already created cadres of skilled, experienced, and disciplined teams of executives, 
professionals, and technicians. Some will leave Montreal, others will remain, 
either in the public or private sector. The experiences they have gained through 
involvement in this great event will provide an essential ingredient for future large
scale development projects in Montreal, Quebec, and the rest of Canada. 

Expo suggests that if the government can find a way to spend the equivalent 
of $40-$50 million ( buildings and land value) on a permanent "experimental" 
luxury housing project, amazing results might be achieved when this kind of 
energy and capital is harnessed to such real and critical physical problems as new 
town development in the north or major demonstration cities programs for middle
and low-income housing in our southern urban centres. 

Expositions in the past have sometimes been influenced in the planning phase 
by their predecessors. The Paris Expo of 1867, with Frederic le Play as its 
Commissioner General, developed the idea of an exposition without national 
pavilions. The 1951 Festival of Britain exposition on the South Bank of the 
Thames in London developed the idea of using an exhibition as a lever to assist 
a program of urban renewal and reconstruction. Expo 67 in its failure to reject 
the idea of national pavilions and failing to develop an integrated urban site has 
learned little from its predecessors. In amounting to little more than the connecting 
together in two-dimensional fashion a number of different buildings the exposi
tion does not become more than the sum of its parts. 

Contrary to the claims of Expo's Chief Architect, in a recent issue of PLAN3 , 

a careful examination of the history of Expo will reveal that most of the problems of 
the full planning process did exist. Unfortunately, as often happens in a "closed" 
decision-making process, many important considerations were not brought to light 
at all, while others were avoided both by the technicians and the decision-makers. 
If some of the social, economic and political problems highlighted by the exhibi
tion lead to a more open and rational decision-making process of democratic 
planning in Canada and in Quebec, it will have accomplished a great deal. 

BVol. 8, no. 1. 
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RESUME 
Qu'est-ce que l'Expo 67 a accompli et en quoi a-t-elle echoue? C'est a la lumiere 

de son theme "Terre des hommes" que !'on peut evaluer cet evenement important. 
Par ses tentatives fructueuses ou non de firer parti des idees emanantes du theme 
generateur de base et de resoudre !es problemes economiques et politiques engendres 
par le choix de son site, !'Expo 67 fournit un terrain d'etude interessant en regard 
des valeurs en cow·s au Canada en l'an 1967. 

Les dirigeants de l'Expo n'ont pas reussi a se liberer des contraintes tradition
nelles imposees par les pavillons nationaux et a exploiter des avenues nouvelles 
d'expression a partir d'un theme puissant. Bien que le site actuel presente un attrait 
incontestable, une occasion exceptionnelle a ete ratee d'integrer harmonieusement 
ce gigantesque projet a la trame urbaine de la ville et faire ainsi d'une pierre deux 
coups. A cet egard l' experience n' apporte rien de neuf aux ler;ons du passe. En 
somme, la valeur innovatrice du projet ne parvient pas a depasser la somme des 
elements qui le composent. 

Le systeme de transport de !'Expo permet bien de relier differents points du site 
mais n'apporte rien de nouveau. C'est une solution de compromis, resultante des 
contraintes imposees par distribution en quatre grandes zones eloignees des elements, 
plutot qu'une demonstration de techniques nouvelles dans ce domaine. En opposi
tion avec les realisations impressionnantes du systeme de transport de Montreal, 
entre mitre le Metro, si !'on considere les sommes depensees pour les projets d'archi
tecture souvent etriquee et relevant de !'Expo, la conception du systeme de transport 
de base sw· le site et les investissements afferants semblent insignifiants. 

Le fait que !'Expo n'a pas reussi a resoudre d'importants problemes d'urbanisme 
pourtant evidents met en relief une autre fois !'importance de decisions plus ration-
11elles et d'envergures dans le domaine du developpement urbain au Canada. 

Par contre !'Expo nous apprend que si l'on peut persuader le gouvernement 
central a depenser plus de 40 millions de dollars pour Habitat 67-qui n'est au 
fond qu'une solution bien ndive a. la crise universelle du logement et aux problemes 
urbains les plus fondamentaux-des raisons mieux justifiees nous incitent a croire 
que l'on pourrait aussi le convaincre d'investir plus largement dans des projets 
s' attaquant au creur des problemes de desuetude des villes. 

Il est malheureux que les collusions politiques et les prouesses techniques qui ant 
reussi a mettre SUI' pied Habitat 67 aient aussi reussi a le faire devier d'un de se 
objectifs important: "L'Homme dans la Cite". 

Le plus grand merite de !'Expo est de l'avoir sortie du sol et de l'eau a temps. 
Cet accomplissement quand meme remarquable demontre que lorsqu'il existe des 
buts et des objectifs, animes par des interets sociaux et economiques valables, ii est 
possible de soulever a des dimensions appropriees le support et l'enthousiasme 
necessaires. 



GREENBROOK-THE TOWN THAT NEVER WAS 

Morris Fine 

This article tells the story of Greenbrook, one of the 
planned towns of the U.S. "Greenbelt" program of 
1935. Due to local opposition the town was never 
built, but Henry S. Churchill, one of its architects, 
kept a detailed record of the planning stages, which, 
with the rest of his papers, is now in the Archives of 
Cornell University. Most of the material in this article 
was obtained from these Archives with the generous 
assistance of Professor Michael Hugo-Brunt and 
other members of Cornell's Department of City and 
Regional Planning, and was originally used for the 
author's Master of Regional Planning thesis. Mr. Fine 
is presently with the Development Department of the 
City of Toronto. 

For as long as the U.S. has existed, the backwaters of the countryside and the 
slums of the cities have traditionally provided housing space for the poor and 
the needy. Prior to the Roosevelt era, sporadic attempts had been made by various 
governmental authorities and charitable institutions to provide shelter. Little 
governmental action in this field had occurred since the Defense Housing of the 
First World War. The nation, in 1932, was not ready to accept subsidized 
housing as a social responsibility. Under F.D.R.'s housing programs, a vast pro
gram of social welfare, job opportunities, and incentives for the construction 
industry, was to be initiated. 

The "New Dealers" tried various tacks to broach the housing problem. Part of 
Roosevelt's National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) provided some 25 million 
dollars to help finance a rural home-building program. This hardly made a dent in 
the chronic housing shortage, now accentuated by the Depression. The Rural 
Rehabilitation Division (RRD) established under the Emergency Relief Act of 
1933 had been more successful in rural housing. But the various programs were 
duplicating each other and wasting what little taxpayers' money there was. Accord
ingly, in 1935 a new agency, the Suburban Resettlement Administration (S.R.A.) 
was formed by amalgamating its predecessors. 

Rexford G. Tugwell, a former Professor at Columbia and one of F.D.R.'s "brain 
trusters", was named to head the new department. His basic philosophy, along the 
lines of Ebenezer Howard, was to go 

... just outside centers of population, pick up cheap land, build a whole 
community and entice people into it. Then go back into cities and tear 
down whole slums and make parks of them.1 

The previous Subsistence Homestead philosophy had been protection for the small 
tenant farmer just as the "Back To The Land" movement had been for the glorifica-

lArthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. The Coming of the New Deal (Quoted by Schlesinger from 
the Tugwell Papers). Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1959. P. 370. 

PLAN: Vol. 8, no. 2, 1967 
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tion of rural America. Tugwell saw that this approach was not compatible with 
the rising dominance of industry in the urban centers of the nation. The solution, 
as he saw it, lay in reducing the surplus rural labor force through resettlement and 
retraining in urban areas. The subsistence homesteads which the new Resettlement 
Administration had inherited were declining into "rural slums" through lack of a 
firm economic base. Only commercial agriculture, using the latest equipment and 
methods on community-owned land, could give the homesteads the economic base 
they needed. A system of cooperative farming communities was one of the innova
tions Tugwell tried with great success. 

From Howard, Tugwell took the philosophy of the Garden City program ( or 
New Town program) conceived in England at the beginning of the century. 
Workers from the overcrowded slums of London were to be rehoused in self-con
tained towns, built in the countryside. Around each town would be a restricted 
agricultural area, a green belt, upon which no housing could be built. In this way 
the size of the town could be limited, and the unsalutary influence of adjacent 
residential and speculative development would be minimized. 

The SRA also took many of the ideas of Raymond Unwin, one of the first 
planners to use the superblock, the ringed inner park, and the residential cul-de-sac. 
From Frederick Olmstead, they took the concept of pedestrian-vehicular segrega
tion, so successfully employed in Central Park. From Clarence Perry came some 
of their ideas for neighborhood units and school locations. Coupled with the 
experience of the Regional Planning Association of America and the Housing Study 
Guild, these ideas were tested and honed at Radburn and Sunnyside by Henry 
Wright and Clarence Stein-two men who were to become leading influences in 
the Greenbelt program. 

This then was the background from which the Greenbelt towns were to grow. On 
the one hand there was the political necessity of creating programs which would 
put the unemployed to work. There was the need to revitalize the construction 
industry. There was the need to inject money into the nation's economic system, 
and there was the need to alleviate the slum conditions of the cities and the country
side. At the emotional level, there was a need to fulfill the ideals of the New Deal
and to reduce the feelings of tension and frustration which a nation in Depression 
inevitably experienced. 

From the planners' point of view, the experiments of Wright and Stein at Radburn 
and Sunnyside required testing in a large-scale self-contained project. Would all 
these new planning concepts work as an organic whole? Were the government and 
the people prepared to accept the responsibility of public housing on a grand scale? 
Now was the opportune time to find out. For once the Administration's policies and 
the planners' desires coincided. On both sides there were far-sighted men ready to 
contribute funds and talent to the undertaking: 1935 was to be a turning-point in 
the progress of American public housing policy. 

THE GREENBELT TOWNS 
After intensive studies had been conducted in 100 large cities and their suburban 

areas, the sites for three of the new towns were chosen. These were Greenhills, 
Ohio, five miles north of Cincinnati; Greendale, Wisconsin, seven miles from 
Milwaukee; and Greenbrook, New Jersey, five miles west of New Brunswick, N.J. 
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Research was conducted on the growth potential of each area. Land prices were 
carefully scrutinized. Criteria for site selection included: proximity to employment, 
accessibility, geographical features of the land, the ownership pattern, and the 
extent of already existing development. 

The Maryland town of Greenbelt, thirteen miles from the Capital, was ostensibly 
selected for the same reasons. According to Clarence Stein, however, the choice had 
been more a matter of politics. Since 1933 and the Bonus Army, Washington had 
been embarrassed by its "Hoovervilles". Unemployed migrants to the city had 
been housed in three transient relief camps with no jobs and no place to go. The 
choice of a new town nearby meant work and housing. 

The total cost finally allotted to the Housing program was $26,974,455, with 
Greenbelt receiving $9,740,576, Greendale $8,027,606, and Greenhills $9,206,273. 
The original grant had been about $31,000,000 if Greenbrook had been 
included. By Depression standards, these were very expensive towns. Depending on 
your politics, it was either a financial injection into the economy or a waste of 
money. All skilled labor was paid for at union scale-a practice which private 
builders had long since dropped. Since most of the unskilled labor were from the 
relief rolls, as many as possible were hired in order to spread the work around. 
Consequently the work shifts were rather short and the resultant inefficiency slowed 
construction by about half. 

THE SITES 
At Greenbelt, Md., the town site was on a slight crescent-shaped plateau occupy

ing an area of 3,820 acres. Two major collector roads paralleled the sides of the 
crescent in a gentle curve. Most of the principal buildings were sited at right angles 
to this curve. They were laid out in five superblocks of 14 acres each, with the 
community center and shopping area in the middle. Originally 885 units were 
planned for about 3,000 people, but provision was made for an additional 2,000 
homes. Of the three towns built, Greenbelt was the only one to incorporate fully 
the ideas learned at Radburn, i.e. the neighborhood unit, the superblock and 
complete pedestrian/vehicular segregation. (Since it was located in a politically 
sensitive area, the planners and the U.S. Government attempted to make it as much 
of a showplace as possible.) 

At Greenhills, the site selected comprised 5,930 acres although only 960 acres 
were developed. 676 units were built with provision for 2,324 more. The plan 
centered around a spinal route leading to Cincinnati, with the housing on adjacent 
loop roads and culs-de-sac. 

At Greendale, the plan was much more conventional. The road pattern was a 
large gridiron with two major connectors forming a "T" shaped backbone. Most 
of the housing was placed on long culs-de-sac leading off these two roads. The 
town was intended to house 3,000 families on 3,5 IO acres. Seven hundred and fifty 
units were constructed, most of them being detached houses rather than the row 
units of the other towns. 

The three towns started out with long waiting lists of prospective tenants. Green
belt became such a major tourist attraction that armed guards had to be stationed 
around the site to prevent pilfering during construction. Tenant selection was 
meticulous. Maximum eligible income for a family of six was $2,200 annually; for 
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a family of three, $1,800. The tenant's previous "record" was investigated even to 
the point of questioning his last landlord. Since the United States was much more 
of a racially separate country than now, it appears that no Negroes even attempted 
to apply for admission to Greenbelt. (The SRA had built some all-Negro Home
stead communities in the Deep South.) Most of the tenants were office and factory 
workers-not necessarily the "very" poor. 

THE GREENBROOK TOWN PROJECT 
At the head of the SRA, Tugwell put John S. Lansill, who had the overall 

responsibility for the four projects. Frederick Bigger was in charge of Regional 
Planning, Warren J. Vinton for Social and Economic Research, Tilford E. Dudley 
headed the Land Acquisition Department, and Earl Draper, Tracy Augur, and 
Clarence Stein were appointed consultants and visiting critics. 

Under this group were four separate staff organizations, one for each town. The 
entire effort was purposely de-centralized at the insistence of Wright and Stein in 
order to avoid any bureaucratic delay in meeting the December 15, 1935 construc
tion deadline. 

In a memorandum of November 11, 1935, the principal objective of the 
Greenbelt program was delineated: 

To secure a large tract of land and thus avoid the complications ordinarily 
due to diverse ownerships; in this tract to create a community, protected 
by an encircling green belt upon which there will be no building; the com
munity to be designed for people of predominantly low income, and 
arranged and administered (managed) so as to encourage that kind of 
community and family life which will be better than they now enjoy, but 
which will not involve the imposition upon them of untested and theoreti
cal discipline. . . . and finally to accomplish these purposes in such a way 
that the community may be a tax paying participant in the region. . 2 

The Site 
The Greenbrook site was located in Franklin Township, Somerset County, N.J., 

about four and a half miles south of Bound Brook, and five miles west of New 
Brunswick. It lay almost halfway between New York City and Trenton, N.J. The 
area was close to five arterial highways, including Route One connecting New 
York with Philadelphia. Research had revealed 18,000 jobs within 15 minutes 
driving time, and 50,000 jobs within 35 minutes. These times were calculated on a 
basis of 35 m.p.h. in open country, 20 m.p.h. in built-up areas, and 10 m.p.h. in 
congested areas. 

The site had most of the topographical attributes the SRA wanted, and as an 
added bonus, it had no residential development except a few farms. Good water 
was available from the nearby Millstone River. 

Services of private real estate brokers were used to option the land and ensure 
an element of secrecy. Little effort was made to gain the goodwill of the land
owners, the idea being to option as much land as possible before any local opposi
tion groups got wind of the government's intentions. 

2Memorandum from Lansill to the Technical Principals and Administrative Officers of the 
Planning Group, Nov. 11, 1935, Cornell Archives. 
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The amount of land required was first thought to approximate 10,000 acres but 
further study of the natural buffers reduced this to 5,000. Eventually, due to budget 
restrictions, the final acreage requirement was pared to 3,700 for the town proper, 
and 600 acres was allotted for a circumferential green-belt half a mile wide. 
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The first phase was to be limited to 750 units, of which 70% were to be row 
housing, 20% semi-detached, 7% multi-family, 2-storey apartments and only 
3 % detached. Land requirements for this first phase totaled only 125 acres but 
the total residential acreage was to be 1,400 for a population of 3,990 families. 

The initial site for the town was to be in the center of that area surrounded by 
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the Raritan River on the north, the Millstone River to the west, and the town of 
New Brunswick, five miles beyond a natural buffer zone to the east. The southern 
boundary line was to be arbitrary at first since land acquisition difficulties ( and the 
need to encircle the village of Middlebush in the center) forced the planners to an 
hourglass-shaped site with a spur line of the Pennsylvania Railroad running through 
the "waist". 

The work of the land acquisition department was delayed as the site plan was 
constantly altered. Two schemes were proposed and dropped prior to the December 
15 construction deadline. Finally, on November 8, Henry Wright, the chief planner, 
scrapped the old designs and proposed that the site be moved north of the tracks. 
Although the total size of the town would be reduced, it would be more cohesive, 
closer to the Raritan for sewage disposal purposes, and isolated from the scattered 
residential development of Middlebush. 

By December 1, 1935, the planning team was ready to present its finalized land 
assembly proposals to Tugwell. The first 125-acre phase would be built in the 
north-eastern portion of the site. Detailed planning could now begin in earnest. In 
another meeting a few days later, it was decided that the town would first be 
limited to 16,000-20,000 people, with land set aside for future expansion. It was 
agreed that, owing to the favourable conditions of the land and the ideal location, 
the town could easily grow to 40,000 people. But a lower limit of 25,000 was set 
because 

The larger ultimate size involves buying an emphatically disproportionate 
amount of land as compared with the initial size, and the size predictably 
attainable in a reasonable period especially in view of the local hostility to 
removing too much unused land from the tax rolls and the possible general 
criticism of loading the government with an excessive amount of land. 3 

One other critical factor in limiting the size was that the planners thought too 
large a population would tend to diminish the social advantages and cooperative 
spirit of living in a Greenbelt town. There would be less chance of face-to-face 
contact, as well as more danger of infringing land speculation. This was not to 
become a highly urbanized anonymity but an attempt at rural isolation from the 
surrounding world. 

Rent levels, room sizes, and tenants' preferences in the New Brunswick area 
were carefully studied. Greenbrook rents were to be based on a family of four 
earning $1,250.00 annually with 20%, or 250 dollars per year, considered a fair 
rental. However, after the government paid the initial cost of each Greenbrook 
unit-somewhere between $4,110.00 and $5,300.00-it still had to underwrite 
part of the annual maintenance costs, estimated at $316.00, to the tune of $66.00 
($316 - $250 = $66.00). 

THE PLAN 
In order to avoid through traffic between New Brunswick Town and Bound 

Brook Village, the planners decided that an exterior by-pass with intersecting 
circulatory roads would form the basic street system. Plans for the first phase, 

3The "Development of the Bound Brook Project", A presentation to Mr. Bigger on Dec. 8, 
1935 (The Greenbrook Project Book; a unique record of the project now in the Cornell 
Archives, and once the possession of Henry Churchill). 
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which were the only ones done in detail, consisted of two horseshoe-shaped loop 
roads with smaller cross streets. The more generalized plan for the rest of the 
project repeated this theme on a slightly larger scale. 

The town center was to be located in the middle of the site, just off the main 
circulation system, so as to avoid any conflict of through and local traffic. Initially 
only a small commercial segment would be built to serve the first phase population. 
Radiating from this center was a series of minor streets leading to the main 
bypass on the east and south. 

This road pattern was designed as a cellular block system to allow for growth 
by block units and avoid the vacant lots and irregular appearance that marked the 
ordinary subdivision. In order to compensate for the distance from the center to 
the outer greenbelt, the blocks were reduced in size the further they were from 
the hub. In these smaller blocks would be the schools, sited near the greenbelt to 
take advantage of the open space. 

The housing was to be positioned along all the roads, but each house or apart
ment would be widely spaced, with not only the road, but an interior park and 
footpath system for access. Still, minor streets would have to be crossed since 
Wright omitted the over- and under-passes he had used so successfully at Radburn. 
Although Greenbrook would have a unique character of its own, elements of the 
Radburn Plan such as the superblock, the traffic segregation, and the interior park 
system were inherent in the overall design. 

Just as the necessity for economy had been one of the major factors in the 
design of the street system, it also was the reason why 70% of the units were to be 
row housing. The rent savings per room per month, when compared to a detached 
house, came out to approximately 90¢. Twinning of plumbing and electric lines, 
as well as the elimination of the side windows and exposed walls, effected great 
economies. 

But there were drawbacks to the row house. One was the appeal of the "every
man's-home-is-his-castle" attitude which seemed to be prevalent in the American 
householder. Albert Mayer, the co-architect with Churchill, countered this with 
the argument that 

... the feeling of independence catered to by the single house is based on 
a false premise. On a small plot of land with 10 to 20 feet between houses, 
contact is actually as close and intimate as in the row house-for instance 
the garage drive is often right on the lot line; windows look across at each 
other. This pseudo-independence is generally accentuated by costly 
pseudo-architecture-. Emphasis is placed on a non-existent indepen
dence and whatever meaning it has is directed toward promoting an 
attitude of non-cooperation. The frank statement of a group house unit 
is that we do lead interdependent lives, that man's home in this complex 
age in which we live is certainly not an unapproachable castle. Such an 
architectural statement of itself will affect peoples' attitude toward com
munity living.4 

4Albert Mayer, "A Technique for Planning Complete Communities" Part I. Architectural 
Fomm, Vol. 66, Jan. 1937, pp. 19-36. An interesting account of the Greenbelt Projects. 
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At all times the planners tried to keep the tenant's needs in mind. Henry 
Churchill and Albert Mayer designed 19 different house plans to provide as much 
choice as possible. Investigation had shown that many of the prospective tenants 
in the environs of Greenbrook reserved the living room for formal use and at other 
times kept it under dust covers. In order to encourage more informal use of this 
room, it was made part of a pasrngeway to the stairs. In the tradition of Corbusier, 
an attempt was made to provide every unit, including the apartments, with a small 
garden plot. In the two-storey apartments, this was accomplished by placing the 
first floor's garden in the front, and the second floor's in the back, with access by a 
rear stairway. Even the design for the shopping area was geared to the pedestrian. 
It borrowed the European tradition of the "market square" with perimeter car 
parking, a ring of stores, and a central open space for people on foot. 

The architecture was to be unpretentious, since there would be no attempt at 
imitating traditional housing styles. A form of "Greenbelt" design evolved, with 
rectangular, flat-roofed shapes intended as part of an overall plan involving the 
streets, the open spaces, and especially, the landscaping. 

The moment one thinks in these larger terms, the bugaboo of standardiza
tion becomes a boon. The eye is not interrupted by monotonously labored 
tricks, but is carried along in the rhythm of repeating elements of windows, 
doors, roof lines. Instead of every house being emphasized separately so 
that in the end there is no emphasis at all, we tried to pick significant 
places for emphasis-the end of a vista, the important intersections, the 
points of high elevation. 5 

It is unfortunate that the project was stopped just as the architectural design 
of the units was being completed. As chief architect, Churchill was unable to carry 
out the detailed plans of his work. However, the finer points of architecture were 
not the major concern of the planning team except where the functional aspects of 
the housing was concerned. Budget limitations and the overall plan were to be of 
primary importance. 

Construction 
Limited to wood frames and interior plywood walls, the flat-roofed house 

designs were to become the forerunners of the Defense Housing of the War years. 
One of the basic tenets of the project was that every unit should be designed for 
the simplest possible construction methods, requiring a minimum of high-cost 
skilled labor. Economy was to be practised in the choice of materials too-wood 
joists and studs with paper and sheathing, rockwool batt insulation ( to keep down 
heating costs), exteriors of brick veneer or wood siding, ceilings of half-inch 
fibreboard, wooden floors and cinder-block party walls. Masonry construction was 
rejected because of the difficulty of insulation, and stucco was avoided because 
its application required skilled labor. Metal lath and plaster for the interiors was 
found to be more expensive than plywood after installation, and since the difference 
in fire resistance was negligible, plywood was to be used. 

5Albert Mayer, "A Technique for Planning Complete Communities", Part II, Feb. 1937, 
op. cit., p. 136. 
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Management 
The overall management of the completed project was to be the responsibility 

of the Housing Authority set up by the SRA. Greenbrook would have constituted 
a separate borough governed in a manner similar to other New Brunswick Town
ship boroughs. The Housing Authority and the borough government were to be 
interdependent rather than entirely separate, and the community's obligations to 
the county, township, and the state were to be the same as the other boroughs. At 
first the SRA was to have direct control over the community until the new tenants 
could choose their own leaders and form their own government. Eventually the 
project would be transferred to a non-governmental housing authority. With the 
end of the great Depression, and the creation of employment opportunities in the 
town, the tenants could take over a share of the taxation. 

The project would be under the direct supervision of a resident manager who 
was responsible for enforcing the rules regarding garbage disposal, snow removal, 
pets (forbidden), and the landscaping around each unit. He was mainly in charge 
of the rental operations and the settling of incoming tenants. 

The conception, the plan and the site were considered the best of all the Green
belt Towns. Potentially the Greenbrook area could support a very large working 
force, as later industrial development ( after the War) confirmed. It was the only 
plan that Wright and Churchill worked on for the New Towns program, and had 
it been fully executed, the town would no doubt have been a good place to live. 

THE INJUNCTION 
This last chapter in the Greenbrook story was a reflection of the social upheaval 

and political ferment of the time. The Depression was still at a low point at the 
end of 1935, and F.D.R. had not yet gained the confidence of the electorate which 
was to come in the election victory of the following year. To the reactionaries in 
the enemy camp, Roosevelt was almost a revolutionary-advocating massive govern
mental intervention into the American way of life. Many of his adversaries were 
accustomed to a more "laissez-faire" way of life that existed under Coolidge and 
Harding in the twenties. 

With the Depression, many landowners had begun to default on their property 
taxes, with the result that municipalities became insolvent to the point of bank
ruptcy. The municipal officials of New Brunswick Township felt that the Green
brook project, on government-owned tax-free land, would disrupt the even 
distribution of the tax rate and place a larger burden on property owners not in 
the project area. They had good cause to fear the government's encroachment, for 
the site area took up almost half the land in the township. From the beginning of 
the optioning, there had been general hostility between the township and the 
federal government. Little attempt was made to gain the cooperation of local 
officials and landowners-rather, speed and secrecy were considered to be the best 
tools for overcoming any opposition. 

Some property owners in the project area had begun to circulate rumors in the 
late autumn of 1935 that the proposed tenants of the project would be of an 
"undesirable" nature. In The City is The People, Henry Churchill wrote about "an 
irate local magnate who wanted no 'wops and polacks' near his pre-revolutionary 
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manor". Rumors spread that surrounding property values would drop and property 
owners in the site area were warned not to sell out. 

Soon the opposition groups organized, and on December 10, 1935, a petition 
was presented to the U.S. District Court of New Jersey at Newark requesting that 
the government be prevented from acquiring any more land at the site. The case 
was dismissed because of lack of jurisdiction, and it was transferred to the District 
of Columbia with Rexford Tugwell of the Suburban Resettlement Administration 
as the defendant. Here the case was dismissed and an appeal to the District of 
Columbia Supreme Court followed. 

The New Jersey petition had first been dismissed in Court because the defendant 
named was the Greenbrook Project Manager, an employee of the U.S. government. 
Since the government could not unwillingly be sued, the plaintiffs directed their 
attack against Tugwell and the SRA as an independent agency of the government. 
Counsel for the defense (including a young unknown lawyer named Dean Acheson) 
tried to show that the SRA was not an independent agency, and not liable to a 
suit. The court in Washington rejected this argument and ruled that the Resettlement 
Administration was a discrete, duly appointed agency of the Congress created under 
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, with the President's approval. 
As such, it was given specific powers (i.e. eminent domain or expropriation) which 
Congress usually reserved for itself. As such it was able to be sued. 

The defense then tried to prove that only parties directly affected by the land 
purchases could bring a case before the courts. This too was overruled, since one 
of the plaintiffs rented land from the township near the site. The court agreed that 
if this land were lowered in value by the presence of the town, the rent would be 
lowered also, and the township would consequently suffer economic loss. The 
court again agreed with the township that tax revenues in the surrounding area 
would drop if values dropped, and therefore the township's ability to discharge its 
municipal duties would be impaired. However, the court stressed that it was not 
concerned with the injury to land values which the project might create on nearby 
properties, but that its major worry was the possibility of an increase in taxation 
imposed on the rest of the citizenry to cover the taxable land the township would 
lose to the Government. The SRA's argument that the project would eventually be 
tax-paying did not appear to carry much weight with the judges. 

However, this was not the deciding issue. This was to concern the judges' interpre
tation of the constitutional meaning of "states rights". Since "housing" per se, was 
not mentioned in the Constitution, it was left to the states. Consequently the court 
decided the federal government's Emergency Relief Act did not interpret "housing" 
correctly. There had been no specific mention of who was to live in the "housing", 
what rents were to be charged, and where the "housing" would be located. The 
federal government had tried to avoid such an issue by advocating "housing" as a 
form of social welfare, i.e. for the relief of the poor and the unsheltered. Accord
ingly, in the final decision the case was decided against the SRA on the grounds 
that that part of the Emergency Relief Act 

as respects appropriation contained therein for "housing" relied upon an 
authorization for establishment of (the) Resettlement Administration, 
(be) held unconstitutional as invading (the) reserved powers of (the) 
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state in its attempt to regulate and control "housing" and to shift destitute 
and low income population of (the) nation. 6 

A temporary injunction handed down against the government on January 9, 
1936 was made permanent on May 18. The SRA did not attempt to appeal, as any 
more unfavourable publicity was to be avoided-at least until the other three 
towns were finished. This was not the first judicial decision against the New Deal 
program, nor was it to be the last. 

AFTERMATH 
Although Greenbrook died on the drawing board, the three other towns managed 

to survive. None of the projects was ever finished according to the original Green
belt philosophy of the SRA. Rather they remained as residential subdivisions ( and 
still do). For a few years prior to the Second World War, they were relatively 
successful, but the Defense Housing demands of the nation filled most of their 
available residential space far beyond the original densities that had been planned. 
Some of the original greenbelt land area around them disappeared in the postwar 
crush of new subdivisions. No longer was the U.S. a nation of poverty. The war 
created an emergency housing shortage beyond anything imaginable in the thirties. 
The government promised shelter to every returning veteran, and on the home 
front, the new affluence of the war workers created a great demand for privately 
built housing. The appeal of community living had lost its impetus. People now 
wanted a little "place they could call their own". 

By 1962 even Henry Churchill, the architect of Greenbrook, came to realize 
that he could not have been more wrong about the new towns ... for 

the ideals and goals set up by the new towners have turned out to be 
stultifying to clear thinking about ideals and goals for established cities. 7 

The basic error in the new town philosophy was in mixing social welfare per se 
with "housing" on the assumption that one was some sort of cure for the other. 
Now, thirty years later, there are still some planners who confuse social welfare 
directly with public housing. The myth that housing by and of itself effects a change 
in people's character is hard to kill. 

The basic error in the Greenbelt Program's administration was the failure to 
keep the public informed on the details of the new town program. Much of the 
opposition to Greenbrook was based on ignorance of the facts. Such ignorance 
bred fear and suspicion. It must be acknowledged, however, that if it weren't for 
a few rather articulate landowners in the area, a citizen's organization to fight the 
SRA would never have been formed. In fact, no effective organized opposition 
appeared in the histories of the other three towns. 

By today's standards it is difficult to consider the towns as either failures or 
successes. Now there are "new" towns like Columbia being planned with slightly 

6Sixty-six App. District of Columbia Reports: 85 F. (2d) 203, Franklin Tp. in Somerset 
County, N.J., et al. v. Tugwell, Administrator, Resettlement Administration, et al., No. 6619, 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, Decided May 18, 1936, pp. 
43-44. 

7Henry S. Churchill, The City is The People (2nd ed., from the Epilogue), p. 187. W. W. 
Norton and Co. New York. 1962. 
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different motivation. By the standards of the thirties they were good examples of 
technical land-use planning, considering the amazingly short time in which they 
were conceived and born. The physical pattern they pioneered was the forerunner 
of many modem-day subdivisions. By their very example, they succeeded in 
improving residential planning everywhere. Owing to their unfortunate timing
during a depression and just prior to a major war-they were unable to attract 
the industry which would have made them self-sufficient. Success might have been 
realized more fully had they formed themselves around an existing village core as 
the New Towns of England did. 

There is little doubt that similar experiments for similar reasons will be tried in 
North America in the future. We still face the same problems. Poor people and 
housing shortages and public spirited planners will always be with us, and as a 
trio, they are inseparable. 

But to repeat, the town of Greenbrook was a failure in public relations, not in 
land-use planning. Its creators failed to gain the confidence of the people con
cerned: they failed to involve the citizens in the planning process, and in doing so, 
failed to communicate and inform. It was a hard lesson which many contemporary 
planners are still trying to learn. 

RESUME 
Cet article rend compte des evenements et des decisions relatifs a la planification 

de Greenbrook (New Jersey), l'une des villes interessees par le Programme des 
"Villes dans la Verdure" (Greenbelt Town Programme) de !'Administration de la 
Reinstallation en Banlieue (Suburban Resettlement Administration). 

Greenbrook n'etait que l'une des villes projetees pour !'Administration de la 
Reinstallation en Banlieue. Trois autres cites: Greenbelt (Maryland); Greenhills 
(Ohio); et Greendale (Wisconsin) ant ete projetees et construites. A la base 
l'urbanisme des quatre villes etait fonde sur !es principes de Howard, Unwin et 
Olmstead. Elles devaient se suffire entierement a elles-memes (industries comprises), 
etre situees en marge de grandes concentrations urbaines, etre entourees d'une 
ceinture verte, et n'avoir d'autre proprietaire que le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis. 
Le plan detaille de ces villes s'inspirait des croquis de Henry Wright et des expe
riences de Clarence Stein a Radburn et a Sunnyside. Ces dernieres consistaient en 
une separation de la circulation des pietons et des vehicules; en l'emploi de culs-de
sac, de promenades reservees aux pietons et de pares interieurs adjacents, et de 
"superblocks"; en une division du fiat automobile entre la circulation locale et de 
transit; et en l'emploi de groupements de voisinage. 

Le projet fut stoppe par une mise en demeure, en decembre 1935. Pour eviler 
un surcroit du publicite defavorable, le Gouvernement Federal ne fit pas appel, et 
abandonna !'ensemble du projet Greenbrook. 

On poursuivit cependant la construction des trois aittres villes. Elles ne furent 
jamais terminees conformement a leurs plans originaux, et restent a ce jour 
d'agreables banlieues-dortoirs, entoures de grands ensembles construits apres la 
guerre et d' autoroutes. 
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It has been said that there are two aspects of civilisation, the spiritual and the 
material. Material civilisation has been largely fashioned by man from natural 
resources such as land, water and minerals, and has been maintained by their 
exploitation. Modern civilisation is further dependent on the machine, which in 
turn is fed by the resources of nature. The national development of a modern 
industrialised nation such as Australia stands or falls on the proper planning of its 
resources, whether natural or human, spiritual or material. Therefore, Australian 
regional planning for water resource development must be flexible in structure, 
scope and detail in order to respond to change. Australian water resources are 
often used wastefully in terms of national development, and more efficient methods 
of exploitation, or even substitution, should be considered. In addition, long-term 
aims and short-term programs should be integrated, e.g., short-term water develop
ment might have to precede long-term land development.1 In 1958 Alcock succinctly 
summed up the lost opportunities of resource planning: "In the major development 
of water and power resources and principal communication routes, engineering con
siderations and not regional planning have dictated many projects, with the result 
that the comprehensive aspects of the development have been overlooked."2 

Water and people, people and water, indeed both are Australia's scarcest 
resources. "Australia, the world's driest continent," is no cheap boast. Runoff is 
very low in Australia. The total runoff for the continent has been estimated as 
280,000,000 acre feet and half of this is in Queensland, a sixth of it above 
Cooktown where land is poor. Even in the north the seasonal variation is high, 
since most of the rain falls in the summer monsoon. The annual variation is also 
high-the discharge of the Fitzroy River (Queensland) having varied in recent 
years from 219,000 to 28,000,000 acre feet. Over very large inland areas there is 
no runoff at all, so that over much of the continent there is a deficiency of rainfall 
most of the time and stream flow is intermittent. 

Australia has both winter and summer (monsoonal) rainfalls. No rain falls in 
the central and northern sections from May to October, and in a less defined 

lPrasad, V. N. "Conservation of physical resources in regional development", United 
Nations Seminar, Tokyo 1958, p. 83. 

2Alcock, A. E. S. "The application of regional planning techniques to rural development 
programs", United Nations Seminar, Tokyo, 1958, p. 76. 
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pattern in the southern and south-western sectors from September through to mid
December. The east coast from Melbourne to Cape York can get rain in almost 
any month. The isohyets generally parallel the coast, and the rainfall in south
western Australia follows a triangular pattern with the apex at Cape Leeuwin in 
the far south west. The 10-inch isohyet marks the limit of most stock grazing 
without heavy reliance on artesian water supplies. This line describes an oval 
inland from the New South Wales and Southern Queensland shores. It would seem 
desirable ( especially in such an arid inland) to concentrate upon scientific regional 
planning for the more efficient use of known water resources. 

The 30-inch isohyet almost continually parallels the coast only 50 to 100 miles 
inland, controlled by the hilly backbone of Australia, the Great Dividing Range. 
This range occurring about 100-150 miles inland from the eastern coast marks the 
only continuous high land ( over 3,000 feet) in Australia. In one important area, 
the range lies 250 to 300 miles inland, encompassing the watersheds of the 
Fitzroy and Burdekin rivers. These catchments in the 20- to 30-inch summer 
rainfall zone have a great potential for development. The Dawson, a 390-mile long 
tributary of the Fitzroy, has seen unsuccessful irrigation planning since 1923. Yet 
this area of Queensland with its good fertile soils, its underlying black-coal 
resources, and its abundant rainfall, should make possible the integrated regional 
development of agriculture and industry. 3 

Each year the Amazon River pours 10 times Australia's total water resources 
into the sea. About 90 per cent of the annual rainfall is lost through evaporation 
and plant transpiration, compared with about 50 per cent in Canada. Development 
of water resources in south-east Australia for agriculture is rapidly reaching its 
limit. Demand for water for homes and industry is fast increasing. The struggle 
developing in Victoria between rural and city consumers has already been 
detrimental to primary production. However, annual Commonwealth and State 
expenditure on water has increased by 80 per cent in the last three years. The total 
of water committed to use in Australia is 18,250,000 acre feet a year, only 6.5 per 
cent of the resources. 

The various artesian and sub-artesian basins in Australia underlie about 45 per 
cent of the land surface. It is no excuse that information on underground water is 
difficult to gather and that it is virtually impossible to estimate the volume of 
artesian resources. As a start, it is imperative that a national stocktaking of water 
resources is undertaken, concurrently with regional surveys, to foresee water needs 
in relation to the potential development of other resources in each river basin. 
In addition, the Australian Water Resources Council should advise the Federal 
government to draft a Water Act to consolidate the laws relating to the control, 
conservation and use of water for domestic, agricultural, urban and industrial 
purposes. 

Research on the role of water in regional planning would need to consider not 
only the capital costs of water conservation, but the costs of reticulation to irriga
tion areas, the types of farming to be encouraged, the most economical size of 
farm units, the comparative advantages of different regions and the price to be 
charged for water. It should study the water needs of the cities and coastal regions 

scondliffe, J. B. The Development of Australia, Stanford Research Institute, 1963, p. 141 
and 392. 
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and the desirability of linking the dry pastoral regions with irrigated pastures, as 
well as the potential of immediate irrigation areas, and should estimate investment 
in manufacturing as distinct from farming development. This paper proposes to 
examine two Australian river basins in some detail. ( See fig. 1.) 
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Figure 1: Runoff map and location of Snowy Mountains and Ord Schemes 
(courtesy, Co11c/lifje, "The Development of Australia") 

THE SNOWY MOUNTAINS SCHEME 
As an example of planning for water resources, Australia already has her own 

successful Snowy Mountains Scheme, and it is now time to briefly pinpoint its 
significance for regional planning in Australia. The Snowy Mountains Scheme 
provides for the waters of the Snowy River and its main tributary, the Eucumbene, 
to be trapped before leaving the mountains and diverted inland through the 
mountains. Travelling through the tunnels, shafts and power stations of two 
diversion systems, the waters will fall 2,600 feet, generating large quantities of 
peak-load electricity. Other power stations will generate electricity from the waters 
of the rapidly falling rivers before they reach the main diversion tunnels. (See fig. 2.) 

The scheme occupies an area of over 2,500 square miles. It involves the 
construction of seventeen large dams, approximately 100 miles of tunnels, nine 
power stations, some of which are hundreds of feet underground, and over eighty 
miles of aqueducts high in the ranges to pick up mountain streams which would 
otherwise miss the reservoir and tunnels. Hundreds of miles of transmission lines 
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carrying up to 330,000 volts inter-connect the power stations and transmit elec
tricity to the load centres of New South Wales and Victoria. The scheme will supply 
4,000,000 kilowatts of peak-load power, and by the diversion of the Snowy and 
the regulation of all streams of the area, it will augment the flow of the Murray 
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Figure 2: Plan of Snowy Mountains Scheme 
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and Murrumbidgee Rivers by some 2,000,000 acre feet of water per annum, 
sufficient to bring 1,000 square miles of dry country under irrigation.4 

The capital cost of the scheme will be over $800,000,000. Revenue from 
charges associated with the supply of electricity, without any charge for the supply 
of water for irrigation, will meet all costs, including interest, repayment of capital, 
maintenance and operation. Broadly, the scheme falls into two sections, the 
Snowy-Tumut and Snowy-Murray developments. Both depend on the scheme's 
main storage, Lake Eucumbene, which has a capacity of over 3,500,000 acre feet. 
(See fig. 3.) 

Figure 3: Sections through Snowy Mountains Scheme 
(courtesy, Snowy Mountains Authority) 

Finances 

Finance for construction of the scheme is provided by the Commonwealth 
Government as loans, with interest being charged at the current long term bond 
rate. Revenue is sufficient to cover interest charges and operation and maintenance 
costs, and in addition, to recoup the complete capital cost of the scheme in a 
period of seventy years. The cost of peak load energy will be approximately one 
cent per kilowatt hour during the seventy-year repayment period. After this time, 
the only costs will be those associated with operation and maintenance, which will 
amount to less than one tenth of one cent per kilowatt hour. The small number of 
personnel required to operate and maintain hydro stations means that, once 
constructed, electricity costs are practically unaffected by inflation. At the present 

4Snowy Mountains Authority, "Facts about the Snowy Mountains Scheme", 1964. "Economic 
benefits of the Scheme", 1964. "Water and power", 1965. "Property practices and procedures", 
1963. "Soil conservation on the Scheme", 1963. 
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time, revenue from the completed works is returning almost $20,000,000 per 
annum and on the completion of the Murray 1, Murray 2 and Jindabyne projects 
in 1969, the amount will further increase to over $30,000,000 per annum. 

Soil Conservation 
In the Snowy Mountains particular care is necessary if soil erosion is to be 

prevented or controlled. Not only do the heavy rains and strong winds of the 
mountains carry away any exposed soil, but frost acts in a way which is unusual 
at lower levels in Australia. The ground does not freeze for the winter, but there 
are frequent frosts and thaws, even during the summer season. Bare moist soil 
subjected to rapid surface freezing develops, immediately below the original 
surface, large numbers of ice crystals or "needles" perpendicular to the slope. This 
naturally has the effect of loosening the soil, setting it moving down-slope, and 
initiating its removal by wind and water. Measurements have shown that such 
frost action can remove as much soil in a single winter as would take at least 600 
years to form. 

The Snowy Mountains Authority has given a firm undertaking that if erosion 
appears in an area left bare of vegetation as a result of its engineering activities, 
steps will be taken to repair the damage. Although the part damaged as a result 
of engineering activities seems very small, the Authority carries out soil conserva
tion. This is not merely landscape gardening, but is vital to the efficient working 
of the scheme, since it prevents the entry of sediment into the water which is the 
essential material of the scheme. The agents of erosion (frost, wind and water) 
cannot remove soil unless the activities of man first destroy the vegetation which 
protects it. 

With drainage controlled, vegetation can be established. Many different methods 
are used, depending on the difficulties of the site. On favourable areas seed is 
sown, with fertilizer. On steeper slopes or in areas of intensive treatment, mulches, 
wire or other netting, bitumen sprays, wattle fences, brush matting, or even a 
complete or partial cover of established grass sods may be used to ensure effective 
revegetation. With top soil stability ensured, native vegetation again extends onto 
the treated areas and confers long-term protection. 

Township Removal 
Although they cannot be classified as "new towns" in the strict sense, the 

scheme has produced two fascinating examples of township removal, Adaminaby 
and Jindabyne. The site of the old township of Adaminaby was threatened by 
inundation from the waters of Lake Eucumbene. The Authority was required to 
remove the town to its new site some six miles away before flooding commenced. 
The removal was commenced early in 1956 and completed by the middle of 1958. 
Direct responsibility for the re-establishment of Adaminaby residents at the new 
township and compensation for dispossessed land owners who did not wish to 
transfer to the new town rested with the Authority. Where a property owner 
elected to sell his property in the old town rather than accept removal to the new 
town, fair market value was paid by the Authority for all land and improvements 
together with an adequate allowance for disturbance. Where it was economic, 
buildings in the old township were removed and re-erected at the new site. In 
similar fashion new Jindabyne came into existence in 1965. 
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Recreation 

When Lake Eucumbene started to fill, it became a popular resort for fishing and 
water sports. With snow close by, more and more tourists came to the area and a 
need arose for caravan (i.e., trailer) parks and motels, together with a demand 
for holiday home sites. The Authority has opened up four subdivisions. It has also 
released land on the Buckenderra Arm of the reservoir for a development 
incorporating a caravan park, picnic area and rental cabins, and at Ilawong for a 
caravan park with rental cabins. In addition, there are one private subdivision, a 
Lands Department subdivision and a Council and two privately developed caravan 
parks on the shore of the Lake. 

With these projects being undertaken, the need for control over the development 
of foreshore lands became very desirable. At the Authority's suggestion the Shire 
of Snowy River agreed to prepare a planning scheme. Meanwhile the Authority 
undertook to draft the complex and critical section of the planning scheme covering 
both Authority's and private land fronting the Lake foreshore. The proposed 
planning scheme provides for blocks up to five acres in extent, additional caravan 
park sites, motel sites, hotel-motel sites and club sites for fishing, sporting and 
charitable clubs. 

All land offered by the Authority, whether for holiday cottages or commercial 
development is offered by public tender, to specifications laid down by the 
Authority. These sites are let under 60-year and 40-year leases respectively. The 
Authority has neither the statutory powers nor the desire to become a real estate 
organisation. However, it recognizes that the lakes it has created constitute a 
tremendous real estate potential which, properly developed, will become a national 
recreational asset serving all sections of the community. For this reason, the 
Authority is endeavouring to encourage orderly planning by providing an overall 
blueprint for the future and by setting appropriate standards with small pilot 
subdivisions. 

Critique 
A very round guess at the capital cost of using Snowy water to irrigate the 

Murray and Murrumbidgee Valleys is $400,000,000. Expenditure on this large 
scale, especially when it is thought of in terms of schools, hospitals, roads, and the 
infrastructure it could provide, is the main reason for the debate on the economics 
of irrigation. 

Some economists have questioned the whole basis of the Snowy project, claiming 
that production of electricity by thermal heat from black or brown coal demands 
less capital than do hydro-electric schemes. The reply by defenders of the Snowy 
project is that hydro-electric power is the cheapest way to provide short bursts of 
extra power to meet "peak" loads-the purpose for which Snowy power is used. 
Both arguments required detailed costing and both are firmly held. 

Accusations against the Snowy scheme in more direct relation to irrigation 
are that: 

(a) The costs of the scheme-probably more than $800,000,000-are being 
charged exclusively to electricity users because of the difficulty of collecting 
economic rates for irrigation water; 
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(b) It would have been cheaper to divert all the Snowy water into the Murray, 
but more expensive diversion into the Murrumbidgee was chosen because 
there was more suitable land for irrigation development in the Murrumbidgee 
Valley.5 

The economics of the Snowy Scheme should not, in the final analysis, rest on 
the basis of power and irrigation alone. Regard must be had to the indirect but 
nevertheless substantial benefits which will emanate from the scheme in other ways. 
For example, the processing and handling of the additional primary production due 
to the scheme will involve the extension of industries and facilities and hence the 
provision of thousands of additional job opportunities. Many of these jobs will 
arise in and around the irrigation areas and hence will considerably assist in 
decentralisation. 

The construction of the Authority's works has resulted in the provision of an 
extensive network of all-weather roads which opened up the hitherto relatively 
inaccessible areas of the Snowy Mountains and stimulated the development of a 
scenic and recreational area unequalled in Australia. Further, the Snowy Mountains 
Scheme has led to the establishment in Australia of large and efficient civil 
engineering contracting organisations and created a skilled construction labour 
force, available for the further large developmental projects which lie ahead. In 
addition, as a result of the scheme, many segments of industry have been 
developed and expanded so that it is now possible for Australian manufacturers to 
largely meet the scheme's requirements for heavy equipment. 

In summing up it can be said that, on the basis of its power benefits alone, the 
economics of the scheme are sound. The nation's investment in the scheme will 
amount to a little over one per cent of the Federal Government's income for about 
25 years and will be repaid with interest over a period of 70 years. The success 
achieved on the scheme has shown that Australia can bring to fruition major 
developmental projects which not only show an immediate economic gain but also 
ensure that optimum use is made of natural resources to achieve maximum long 
term national benefits. 

When the national returns from irrigation and from the many indirect benefits 
are added to the ultimate direct saving of at least $2,000,000 per annum for 
electricity, there can be no doubt that the Snowy Mountains Scheme is one of the 
soundest national development projects ever undertaken in Australia. However, to 
give a balanced picture we should examine a totally different scheme some 2,000 
miles away in North West Australia, the future of which is still very uncertain. 

THE ORD RIVER 
The sheer size of tropical Australia is bound to bring regional dispersal in 

public expenditure. However, for diversified development, an ideal model would 
be the provision of a water storage that could be used both for irrigation water, 
town water and power generation to a nearby area with suitable conditions for the 
cultivation of an industrial crop which could be processed locally, with road access 
to a nearby port. The anticipated benefits would include snowball-growth, ancillary 
and dependent activities and the growth of small urban communities whose needs 

uAustralian Financial Review, "Is the Snowy paying its way?", October 21, 1965, p. 2. 
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would create opportunities for additional use of local land, water, power and 
other services. Governments in many parts of the world have been prone to build 
dams first and think of ways of using the water they retain afterwards.6 A starting 
point could be the choice of a crop with good market prospects. Then a 
region of "maximum nodality" should be chosen. The Kimberleys, Townsville, 
Rockhampton and Darwin districts have very great possibilities as regards the 
polarisation of new development. They are natural nodes toward which easy lines 
of communication converge and around which varied resource patterns are 
disposed. It is now proposed to examine water development in one of these nodes, 
the Kimberley region, in some detail. 

The Kimberleys comprise 162,363 square miles or about 104,000,000 acres, 
representing 17}i% of the area of the State of Western Australia, but having less 
than 1 % of its population. Present population numbers about 7,000, largely 
residing in the ports of Broome, Derby and Wyndham and the new community of 
Kununurra. At present the land is predominantly pastoral with much of the suitable 
land held under lease. The Kimberleys, including the Fitzroy and Ord river basins, 
are sparsely settled and, with the exception of Darwin, are 2,000 miles from a 
sizable Australian community. On the other hand, Wyndham is only 300 miles 
from Indonesia, is closer by sea to Singapore than to Perth. It is suggested that a 
comprehensive plan might be evolved to lay out a program for development of 
the Kimberleys over a period of perhaps 20 to 50 years. 

The average annual rainfall in the region varies from 14 to 50 inches, although 
in the north coastal areas as much as 80 inches per year has been recorded. The 
water resources of the Kimberleys are equal to those of the Murray-Murrumbidgee
Darling River system in South-East Australia. Their potential lies in several million 
acres of fertile flat river beds for irrigated cultivation and in increasing beef 
production. Through construction of large dams on the Ord, Fitzroy, Margaret, 
Lennard, Carson, King Edward, Drysdale and the Durack rivers, large amounts 
of water may be stored for seasonal use and flood control. It is now time for us to 
look at water resources in detail and see whether these could form part of regional 
planning. 

The present plan for the Ord River area involves the irrigation of 200,000 acres 
of land, to be realised in several steps. In the first phase a diversion dam has been 
constructed at Bandicoot Bar, near Kununurra, which irrigates up to 30,000 
acres and provides for storage of 80,000 acre feet of water. (See fig. 4.) The 
second phase in the program is the construction of the main dam, thirty miles above 
the diversion dam. The case submitted to the Federal government in 1964 by the 
Western Australian government called for expenditure of $60,000,000 over fifteen 
years. Storage capacity of the main dam will be 3,500,000 acre feet, covering an 
area of 220 square miles, and providing for the irrigation of an additional 
30,000 acres. 

A third phase of the construction program will store peak flows, reduce the 
intensity of down-river floods, and provide water sufficient to irrigate 200,000 
acres of land. In this phase the first 10,000 kw. hydro-electric plant will be 
installed. The fourth phase calls for progressively adding hydro-electric generators 

GGreenwood, R. H. "Will the North remain empty?", Congress of the Australian & New 
Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science, Canberra, 1964. 
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Figure 4 Figure 5 

to the main dam until 100,000 kw. capacity is reached. A model township has 
been built at Kununurra, and it will be expanded to serve the needs of 3,000 
people. ( See fig. 5.) The Western Australian government has estimated that the 
Ord River Project could support a population of 20,000 people, directly and 
indirectly from agriculture. $16,000,000 is being spent on 1,360 miles of roads in 
the region, and the employment base should be swiftly broadened to include 
secondary and tertiary employment.7 

According to Dr. Patterson three key factors make it imperative to complete the 
comprehensive Ord River Scheme. First, unless the original big dam is built, the 
present dam will silt up. Second, the area has proved itself most suitable for 
cotton growing, and the average yield is now about 2,000 lb. of seed cotton per 
acre. Third, the present size of the project ( only 18 farms with a total of 30,000 
irrigated acres) is too small to be economically viable. If this is not expanded, the 
government subsidy paid to farmers, averaging $20,000 per farm in 1965, would 
probably have to be continued indefinitely. 8 

7West Australian Government, "The North West", 1965, p. 7 and 10. 
SPatterson, R. "The economics of the Ord River Scheme", Congress of the Australian & 

New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science, Hobart, 1965. 
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The Ord River Scheme shows how the State governments of Queensland and 
Western Australia have already taken preliminary steps towards planning the 
North. The Northern Territory is in Federal hands. The task ahead is, however, 
too great for the financial resources of one state, and must be thought of in both 
Federal and even international terms. Regional planning in Northern Australia 
would achieve closer settlement through irrigated agriculture, establishment of local 
industries, development of cheap electrical power, assistance to the pastoral 
industry, establishment of trade with countries of South-East Asia and improved 
communications. 

IMPROVED MEASURES 
Besides the two river basin developments described, there are a number of 

measures which can be taken to improve the planning and control of Australia's 
water resources. For example, the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research 
Organization has conducted successful rain-making experiments by "seeding" 
suitable clouds with substances such as silver iodide, around which raindrops can 
form. The next step is to increase rainfall in certain dry regions over a sustained 
period of time. Apart from obvious measures like a more efficient regional distribu
tion of water, at present achieved by pseudo-planning bodies like the River Murray 
Commission, Australia should examine very closely the increased use of under
ground water, the conversion of saline to fresh water and the re-use of water after 
chemical treatment. Australia is studying methods of water conservation with 
benefit including levelling hilltops, building miles of terraces, retaining walls and 
underground, evaporation-free cisterns. 9 

Last year the honorary director of research of the Australian Water Research 
Foundation (Prof. C. H. Munro) predicted that Adelaide would be desalting sea 
water for domestic use within 10 to 20 years. Arguing that desalination was not 
yet economical, he added: "After the Chowilla Dam project you will not be able 
to do anything unless you desalinate." It has been argued elsewhere by the author 
that Chowilla Dam is something of a white elephant.10 Desalting plants have been 
developed in various parts of Australia by small municipalities and farms in arid 
and remote areas. Large areas suitable for ranching in all respects except for lack 
of water, could be developed if small water desalting plants were used to sweeten 
borehole water for stock. From where could South Australia obtain heat and power 
for desalination? Besides nuclear power and solar power there are electric power 
at Port Augusta, heat for distillation from the blast furnaces of Whyalla and from 
the iron ore smelters at Port Pirie, and natural gas from Gidgealpa. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has sought to show that national development in Australia is 

characterized by a lack of integration. Power and water development is sometimes 
correlated with agricultural planning, but seldom with mineral, industrial or trans
port development. There are many promising areas where integrated regional 
development is possible. It would seem obvious that any future water projects 

9Gange, M. & Dunk, W. Water in Australia, Cheshire, 1965, p. 34-40. 
lOVan Zyl, F. D. W. "Regional planning South Australia", Town Planning Review, July 

1966, p. 83-94. 
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involving large capital expenditure should only be undertaken in the light of 
national resource planning backed by adequate technical and economic analysis. 
However, without embarking on further river basin development there are many 
ways in which Australia could boost its water reserves. None hold quite such excit
ing possibilities for opening up the arid "outback" as desalination and nuclear 
power. 

Water resource planning in Australia is, however, still linked with the future of 
the Snowy Mountains Authority, due to conventional thinking. It has been suggested 
that this Authority should be converted into a permanent national conservation 
body to investigate and prepare resource projects throughout the nation. However, 
the Federal Minister of National Development has rejected the proposal on two 
grounds: firstly, existing State water authorities would be able to do any necessary 
work and secondly, he doubted that any export demand existed for further irrigated 
produce. With the Federal government controlling the purse strings, the "State 
authority" argument is merely adroit political stalling. The Minister has merely 
suggested that the Snowy Mountains experts might have some future as a consulta
tive body in South-East Asia. This is not good enough for Australian planning. 
Dare one hope that a joint Federal-State task force could be created, drawing upon 
the know-how of the Snowy Mountains Authority. In this way sound resource 
planning can be embarked upon to give Australia multi-purpose regional planning 
within the framework of her dynamic national development. 

RESUME 
En Australie, l'eau et l'homme sont les ressources les plus rares. Peu d'eau est 

recuperable: car pres de 90 pour cent des precipitations annuelles sont perdus 
compare aux 50% du Canada. Il s'ensuit que le volume d'eau utilisable represente 
6!fJ% seulement du total. En plus d'un inventaire national associe a une revision 
de la legislation, une approche regionale s'esquisse par la comparaison des coats 
d'infrastructure et du potentiel relatif de chaque region. 

Deux experiences australiennes, "Snowy" et "Ord" servent de test en amena
gement regional. Les techniques de planification des ressources sont relativement 
affinees dans !es domaines complementaires du genie, de la conservation, du remem
brement, des loisirs, des communications, de la production de base, de l'eau et de 
l'energie. 

L'Australie, comme le Canada, eprouve de grandes difficultes a mettre en valeur 
le nord, le sien etant, par opposition, de nature tropicale. Les gouvernements pro
vinciaux du Queensland et de l'Ouest australien on deja entrepris d' accroztre leurs 
ressources en eau, comme le demontre le projet "Ord" dans l'ouest. Mais malgre 
le succes de la premiere phase aucune aide federale n'est venue permettre l'acheve
ment du projet. Ce qui met en relief le manque de coordination des efforts 
d'amenagement au niveau national australien. De nombreux mitres territoires, 
attendant par ailleurs un plan regional, devraient etre couverts par une planification 
integree couplee a des etudes de rentabilite. Des efforts continus entre les gouverne
ments provinciaux et federal devraient s'appuyer sw· !'experience de corporations 
comme celle des "Snowy Mountains" pour donner a l'Australie l'approche regionale 
et integree qu' elle attend. 
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Les lecteurs sont invites a soumettre des 
commentaires ou des exposes sur taus 
sujets se rapportant a la profession ou sur 
Les articles publies dans cette Revue. 1/s 
para'itront sous la rubrique "Opinion". 

The Institute: Who Should Belong? 
-A Comment 

In PLAN of July 1966, Mr. A. D. 
Crerar's report on the revision of the 
classes of membership in the Institute was 
reprinted. This report was prepared at the 
Council's request. Its main conclusion was 
that the policy adopted by the Town Plan
ning Institute of Canada provided only 
one acceptable solution: to admit as mem
bers only applicants who are town planners 
as defined by the Institute (in his Presi
dential address1 Mr. E. A. Levin defined 
a town planner as a person who has 
"taken the course"). Others interested in 
joining must pass a qualifying examination. 
This is clear and plausible. However, the 
report admits that in complex situations, 
the planning process may involve certain 
skills not always found within the arsenal 
of the town planner as defined. These 
"specialists" provide the planner with 
competent advice on certain matters, 
which in turn "require even more caution 
and skill on the part of the planner in the 
use of that advice". On the level of town 
or community planning, Mr. Crerar does 
not foresee any problems for the T.P.I.C. 
The presence of the specialists is no justifi
cation for the enlargement of the categories 
of membership or for changing the general 
nature of the examination requirements. 

At the regional planning level there may 
be a conflict situation, according to the 
report. The people active in regional plan
ning, it is contended, are not invading the 
field that the Institute has marked out as 
its own, but a sister discipline is now 
emerging for the first time. The field of 
regional planning may eventually be en
compassed by the Institute by the creation 
of a second and fully separate class of 
membership. But the changes which would 
be required within the Institute to permit 

lE. A. Levin: "What is a Planner?" PLAN, 
July 1966. 

Readers are invited to submit letters or 
short statements on any subject of profes
sional interest, including comments on 
articles, for publication under "Opinion". 

"the bringing into its membership those 
who have no competence whatever in 
design, no appreciation of the internal 
structure of the community and no parti
cular desire to master these fields", are 
foreseen to be "fundamental". 

Mr. Crerar's notion that there is a con
flict only at the regional level is not valid. 
There is little argument offered as to why 
the regional student or planner should or 
would belong to the Institute. To the con
trary, it is suggested that regional planning 
is a vastly different exercise when com
pared to community planning. The report 
does not make clear that this "new" 
discipline ( or does it mean practice?) 
employs the same type of skills found 
among the specialists active in town plan
ning, including town planners. 

Actually the conflict is within the field 
of town planning. It lies with the Insti
tute's definition of competence and lack 
of definition of specialist. If more complex 
planning situations refer to increasing 
urbanization and a growing number of 
large cities, the demand for specialists, or 
planners with special skills, will increase 
at a faster rate in the next few decades 
than the demand for town planners. The 
bigger centres are employing more and 
more specialists for planning purposes. 
Many of these professionals are of the 
calibre required by the Institute. Their 
interest in community structure and its 
physical dimensions is inseparable. Their 
involvement with urban centres is as con
tinuous as that of the "coursed" planners. 
Their insight, gained in the urban and 
regional planning process, is inseparable 
from the development of town planning as 
a profession. 

The Institute has admitted that it has 
a shaky conceptual framework. 2 However, 
the Institute judges it necessary to present 

2See for example the introductory para
graphs of Mr. Crerar's report and Mr. Levin's 
1965 Presidential Address. 
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the specialist-applicant, who has chosen 
the city and its development as his area 
of study and work, and is often a practis
ing professional in the field of town plan
ning, with an examination syllabus con
taining up to 30,000 pages of required 
and recommended reading, a thesis which 
must be the equivalent of at least three 
months of full-time work, a comprehensive 
design project and a subdivision layout. 
If the applicant could comprehend 20 

pages per evening and read three nights 
per week, the completion of the reading 
task and the writing of the thesis would 
require more than six years of steady 
evening study. In addition to the two pro
jects all that is further wanted from the 
applicant is $225. 
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